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Action: Notice of Public Hearing
SUMMARY:
This notice announces a public hearing on criminal
offense seriousness scheduled by the u.s. Sentencing Commission
for Tuesday, April 15, 1986.
Date: April 15, 1986
Time: 10 a.m.··~·
Location: . U.s •. Sentencing Commission Hearing Room, 14th Floor of
the North Office Tower at National Place, 1331 Pennsylvania
Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20004
Further Information: Contact Paul K. Martin, Communicatio ns
Director, 1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400, Washington,
D.C. 20004, (202) 662-8800.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The U.S. Sentencing Commission was
established under the Comprehensiv e Cri~e Con~rol Act of 1984 and
is an independent commission in the Judicial Branch.
The
Commission is charged with developing a national sentencing
policy, and pursuant to that, sentencing guidelines for· the
federal courts.
The topic of this hearing, the ranking of
offenses by seriousness,
is a crucial step in developing
sentencing guidelines.
Written statements on this topic may be submitted to the the
Sentencing Commission, 1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite
1400, Washington, D.C. 20004.
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AGENDA
United States Sentencing Commission
Public Hearing on Offense Seriousness
April 15, 1986

10 a.m.

Chairman William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Opening Remarks

Testimony:
10:15 a.m.

The Association of the Bar of the City of New York
Speaker: Peter Walsh

10:30 a.m.

Federal Probation Officers Association
Speaker: Susan Smith

10:45 a.m.

Federal Public Defenders Association
Speaker: Owen Walker

11 a.m.

National Rifle Association
Speaker: David Connover

11:15 a.m.

American Civil Liberties Union - National
Prison Project
Speaker: Alvin Bronstein

BREAK
11:45 a.m.

National Interreligious Service Board for
Conscientious Objectors
Speaker: Rev. L. William Yolton

12 noon

Washington Legal Foundation
Speaker: Paul Kamenar

12:15 p.m.

The Institute for Government and Politics
Speaker: Patrick McGuigan

12:30 p.m.

Crime Magazine
Speakers: David Jones, Stephen Jennipgs

i2:45 p.m.

National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
Speaker: Benson Weintraub

1 p.m.

Chairman Wilkins
Closing Remarks
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OFFENSE SERIOUSNESS QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS:
This
questionnaire
presents
sixteen
crime
scenarios which you are asked to rank in order of seriousness.
In the box beside each, please rank the relative seriousness of
the offense from 1 to 16, number 1 being the most serious and
number
16
the
offense
you deem
least
serious
among
those
presented.
Please attempt to differentiate each offense with a
unique rank from 1 to 16.
If, however, in your opinion two
offenses are essentially identical in seriousness, you may assign
the same number to both offenses (for example, 5).
In that case,
do not assign the next number in the sequence (6), but rather
assign 7 to the offense that follows in seriousness.
You may write in additional comments in the space provided on
page 4.
Please indicate your name, organizational affiliation,
and the organization's address and phone number.

Name:
Organization:
Address:

Phone:
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A.

·The reported head of an organized crime family
is found guilty of racketeering in a corrupt
organization (RICO).
The predicate offenses
involved violent crimes and frauds.

B.

A chemical corporation's valuable machinery
will be damaged unless toxic chemicals are
released into a stream.
The chemicals pose no
no risk to human life.
After approval by the
company's board of directors, the plant manager
releases the chemicals which kills a substantial number of fish.
The corporation is convicted of a felony for polluting the environment.

c.

An estranged husband is convicted of first
degree murder for shooting his wife at her
place of employment in a federal building.

D.

A draft evader is convicted after a presidential
order suspending the draft, though the evasion
took place prior to the suspension order.

E.

An Assistant Secretary of Defense is convicted
of accepting a $10,000 bribe from a bidder on
a multimillion dollar defense contract in which
the bidder.is awarded the contract over an
equally qualified and priced bidder.

F.

A person enters a bank and hands a teller a note
which says "Give me cash or you're in big
trouble."
The teller fills a sack with $10,000.
The offender did not have a weapon.

G.

A bank teller is caught embezzling $10,000 from
a federal bank at a time when a number of unsolved embezzlements have been reported around
the country.

H.

A government empl6yee takes and sells several
documents to the Soviet Union during peacetime.
The documents reveal technical details about
defense systems which now must be altered at a
cost of $15 million.
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I.

A Coast Guard inspection of a boat at sea
heading into Miami leads to the conviction
of the captain for possession with intent
to distribute heroin with a street value of
$15 million.

J.

A hiker in a national forest shoots at a forest
ranger, but misses.

K.

A wholesale automobile dealer is convicted
of altering odometers on the used cars he
sold.
It is documented that he altered
odometers on over 200 automobiles with the
average "roll back" being 50,000 miles per
car.

L.

The president of a small college is convicted
of making false statements to the department
of education so that the financially troubled
school could receive assistance through
federal financial programs.
A total of
$750,000 was illegally received by the school
through this fraud.

M.

A camper is convicted for camping in a federal
park without a permit and starting a campfire
which resulted in a forest fire.
The fire was
brought under control rather quickly without
extensive destruction.

N.

An elderly woman receives her deceased
husband's social security check for
several months after his death.
She
forges his name and thereby receives
$3,000 worth of undeserved benefits before
being detected.

0.

An individual with a prior felony record
buys a .410 gauge shotgun from a hardware
store.
In the process he signs the required
federal forms wherein he swears that he has
never been convicted of a crime.
He is
convicted of receipt of a firearm by a felon
and falsely completing the form.

P.

A person intentionally perjures himself during
th~ trial of a friend by testifying falsely about
the defendant's whereabouts during the commission
of a crime.

•

l
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Comment

THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
42 WEST 44TH STREET
NEW YORK 10036

COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL LAW

, JOHN H. DOYLE. Ill

JUDD BURSTEIN

CHAIR

'lli:Esut:P..r

666 THIRD AVENUE

150 EAST 58TH STREET

NEW YORK 10017

NEW YORK 10022

(212) 850-0753

(212) 486-1717

April 9, 1986

Anth:ny Pri.rri,
SEcretary
( 212) 850-0808

Han. William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman
United State~ Sentencing Commission
Washington, D.C.
20530
Re:

Council of Criminal Justice
Subcommittee on United States
Sentencing Commission Guidelines

Dear Chairman Wilkins:
On behalf of the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York, I would like to thank you very much for
the opportunity to give our views and to assist the Commission in ranking crimes.
Your letter and the accompanying
questionnaire were reviewed by the Subcommittee of our Association's Council on Criminal Justice. At the outset, I,
would like·to note that this is not a formal opinion of the
Association itself, but rather an effort by the Council to
directly assist the Commission in its work.
In reviewing the questionnaire, we did not attempt
to derive or settle upon any particular·philoso phical basis
for ranking crimes or for sentencing, although there was
obviously a considerable amount of discussion which bore on
this.
In arriving at the rankings which are listed below,
some of the Commissions 1 s examples yielded a consensus
virtually from the outset, while others generated a considerable, initial spread as to the appropriate placement.
Despite the diversity of membership on the Subcommittee, we
found we could agree on placements by permitting a two-point

ES:J.

Hon. William. W. Wilkins, Jr.
April 9, 1986
Page 2

variation in the placement.
generated an overlap.

Obviously, at some points, this

A brief word about our methodology. We evaluated
the crime list individually, then meeting together,
struck
the highest and lowest ratings given a particular crime (by
outliers), and then discussed the range to see whether participants could come to an agreement.
The list which follows gives the rankings in
descending order of severity.
1-2
1-3
2-4
3-5
4-5
7-8
7-9
8-10
1 0-11
1 0-1 2
1 0-1 2
11
1 3-1 5
15-16
1 5-1 6
-----

A
H

c

I
E
F
p
0

K
L

G

B
D
N

M
J

RICO
Espionage
Murder
Drugs
Bribery
Bank Robbery
Perjury
Firearms Offense
Commercial Fraud (odometers)
Fraud (college. president)
Embezzlement
Toxic Substances
Draft Evasion
Forgery
Camping, Forest Fire
Shooting at Ranger

When we had completed the ranking of crimes, we
turned our attention to the questions posed by you in your
letter of March 19, 1986. Responding to the question of
whether the manner of carrying an offense should affect
ranking, our members felt it obvious that it should, in
general. The robbery committed with a gun was believed
clearly more serious than that committed without a weapon.
On the question of forgery versus counterfeiting, however,
we were evenly divided, with much attention given to possible differences among the participants in the crime.
As to the appropriateness of certain sanctions to
particular crimes, there was a clear consensus among us that
there should be no per se rule which would impose an inviolate linkage of crime and sanct~on.
Subcommittee members
expressed the belief that such a rule would be very dangerous and would have the effect of substantially limiting the
flexibility a judge might require to respond appropriately
in a particular case.
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Hon. William. W. Wilkins, Jr.
April 9, 1986
Page 3

We look forward to attempting to answer your questions before the Commission next week, and would be happy to
assist the Commission further in any way you think appropriate.

~u:y~oW~
Peter
Member ;\'~ubcommitee on
Sentencing Guidlines
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THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
42 WEST 44TH STREET
NEW YORK 10036

COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL LAW

JOHN H. DOYLE. Ill

JUDD BURSTEIN

CHAIR

Tre3s.n:er

666 THIRD AVENUE

150 EAST 58TH STREET

NEW YORK 10017

NEW YORK 10022

(212> 850-0753

(212) 486-1717

klt:h:r¥ Prin::i,
April 9, 1986

SEcretary
( 212) 850-0008

Han. William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman
United States Sentencing Commission
Washington, D.C.
20530
Re:

Council of Criminal Justice
Subcommittee on United States
Sentencing Commission Guidelines

Dear Chairman Wilkins:
Ori behalf of the Association of the Bar o~ the
City of New York, I would like to thank you very much for
the opportunity to give our views and to assist the Commission in ranking crimes.
Your letter and the accompanying
questionnaire were reviewed by the Subcommittee of our Association's Council on Criminal Justice. At the outset, I
would like to note that this is not a formal opinion of the
Association itself, but rather an effort by the Council to
directly assist the Commission in its work.
In reviewing the questionnaire, we did not attempt
to derive or settle upon any particular philosophical basis
for ranking crimes or for sentencing, although there was
obviously a considerable amount of discussion which bore on
this.l
In arriving at the rankings which are listed below,
some of the Commissions's examples yielded a consensus
virtually from the outset, while others generated a considerable, initial spread as to the appropriate placement.
Despite the diversity of membership on the Subcommittee, we
found we could agree on placements by permitting a two-point

~

Ho~. William. W. Wilkins, Jr.
April 9, 1986
Page 2

variation in the placement.
generated an overlap.

Obviously, at some points, this

A brief word about our methodology.
We evaluated
the crime list individually, then meeting together,
struck
the highest and lowest ratings given a particular crime (by
outliers), and then discussed the range to see whether participants could come to an agreement.
The list which follows gives the rankings in
descending order of severity.
1 -2
1-3
2-4
3-5
4-5
7-8
7-9

8-10
1 0-11
10-12
1 0-1 2
11
1 3-1 5

1 5-16
1 5-1 6

A
H

c
I

E

F
p
0
K
L
G
B
D
N

M
J

RICO
Espionage
Murder
Drugs
Bribery
Bank Robbery
Perjury
Firearms Offense
Commercial Fraud (odometers)
Fraud (college president)
Embezzlement
Toxic Substances
Draft Evasion
Forgery
Camping, Forest Fire ~
Shooting at Rariger -~

When we had completed the ranking of crimes, we
turned our attention to the questions posed by you in your
letter of March 19, 1986.
Responding to the question of
whether the manner of carrying an offense should affect
ranking, our members ·felt it obvious that it should, in
general.
The robbery committed with a gun was believed
clearly more serious than that committed without a weapon.
On the question of forgery versus counterfeiting, however,
we were evenly divided, with much attention given to possible differences among the participants in the crime.
As to the appropriateness_ of certain sanctions to
particular crimes, there was a clear consensus among
there should be no per se rule which would impose an 1nv1olate linkage of crime and sanction.
Subcommittee members
expressed the belief that such a rule would be very dangerous and would have the effect of substantially limiting the
flexibility a judge might require to respond appropriately
in a particular case.
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Han. William. W. Wilk{ns, Jr.
April 9, 1986
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We look forward to attempting to answer your questions before the Commission next week, and would be happy to
assist the Commission further in any way you think appropriate.

~u~ly~oW~
alsh
Peter J
Member o Subcommitee on
Sentencing Guidlines
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APRIL 15_,--- 19~6
WASHINGTON., D. C.
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I w·r SH TO THANK CHAr RMAN W1LK 1NS AND ALL MEMBERS oF THE U. S.
SENTENCING COMMISSION FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS THE
COMMISSION ON THE QUESTION OF OFFENSE SEVERITY.
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THE SERIOUSNESS OF CRIME IS BY NO MEANS
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A PERSONAL

AND IRREVERSIBLE

LOSS HAS OCCURRED.

THE QUESTION OF CRIME) ITS RELATIVE SERIOUSNESS AND HOW
SOCIETY CAN BEST DEAL WITH ITS OUTCOME HAS DRIVEN CRIMINAL
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THE FORBIDDEN FRUIT.
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WE ARE NO CLOSER TO A CONCLUSIVE ANSWER

AND OUR ATTEMPTS AT AFTER-THE-FACT RESOLUTION CONTINUE FULL
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I

SOCIETY DICTATES HOW ITS INSTITUTIONS WILL ADDRESS ANY GIVEN
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WAS PERPETRATED.

THE QUESTION OF SANCTI-ON GETS TO THE HEART OF THE DISPARITY
QUESTION.
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TI ON~ . OUR . I MAG I NATIONS~ AND THE LAW·.

THIS COMMISSION HAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO IMPACT POSITIVELY ON
THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SENTENCING PROCESS.

WHAT IS DONE HERE

WILL AFFECT THE fEDERAL JUDICIARY FOR MANY YEARS.

WE IN

FEDERAL PROBATION TAKE OUR STATUTORY RESPONSIBILITIES SERIOU~LY

AND ASK THAT THE SENTENCING COMMISSION BE INNOVATIVE~

- 5. YET REALISTICJ IN ESTABLISHING PRIORITIES AND IN REAFFIRMING
OUR BASIC VALUES OF RIGHT AND WRONG.
THE FEDERAL PRoBATION OFFICERS AssociATIONJ AND THE 1J942
OFFICERS IT REPRESENTSJ APPRECIATES THIS OPPORTUNITY TO
WORK FOR AND WITH THE COMMISSION. · BUTJ WHILE WE CAST OUR
COLLECTIVE EYE TO THE. FUTUREJ LET US ENDEAVOR TO KEEP OUR
FEET ON THE GROUND.
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ME M0 R A N D U M

April 10, 1986

TO:

United States Sentencing Commission

FROM:

Federal Defender Legislative Committee

RE:

Ranking of Offense Seriousness

I.

INTRODUCTION
This memorandum is submitted on behalf of the Federal
Defenders by their Legislative Committee in response to Judge
Wilkins' letter of March 19, 1986 seeking our response to an
offense seriousness questionnaire prepared by the Sentencing
Commission, along with our views on several issues related to the
rating of offense seriousness which are to be discussed at the
Commission's hearing on April 15, 1986.
II.
THE OFFENSE SERIOUSNESS QUESTIONNAIRE
Upon receipt of the offense seriousness questionnaire,
the Federal Defender Legislative Committee distributed it to
Federal Defender offices throughout the country for completion.
To date, we have received completed questionnaires from twentyfive offices.

All of the responses to the questionnaire have been

combined in a chart which is attached hereto as Appendix A.

We have also analyzed the responses to ascertain areas
of agreement and disagreement among the Defenders.

For each case,

the range of rankings among the twenty-five responses has been
compiled.

This information regarding the "gross range" for each

case is shown in Column A of Appendix B attached hereto.

In addi-

tion, with respect to each case we excluded the two extreme high and
t~o

extreme low rankings and, using the remaining twenty-one re-

sponses, completed a "net range" calculation· ·for each case.
net range information is shown in Column B of Appendix B.

This
In those

cases in which the net range high number does not exceed the net
range.low number by more than four, we have concluded that there is
sufficient consensus among the responding Defenders to assign the
case a general seriousness rankirig.

Eleven of the cases in the

questionnaire fall into this category and the consensus ranking for
each of these cases (high, upper middle, middle, low middle, and low
seriousness) is noted in Column C of Appendix B.

In the remaining

five cases, the extremes of the net range were greater than four
numbers apart and we concluded that no meaningful consensus could be
said to exist among the Defenders.

Consequently, there are no

general rankings of seriousness noted for these cases.
In addition to evaluating the questionnaire responses to
identify cases in which a general consensus existed among the
Defenders, we have added the numerical rankings assigned to each
case in each of the twenty-five responses.

The resulting cumula-

tive totals were then utilized to give each case a cumulative
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ranking from 1 to 16.

The cumulative totals and the cumulative

ranking which these totals yield are shown in Columns D and E of
Appendix B.

It should be noted that in some cases these cumulative

rankings are the result of extremely varied individual responses by
the Defenders and, therefore, they do not reflect a true consensus
among the Defenders.
Finally, we have reviewed the comments submitted by the
individual Defenders who responded to the questionnaire in order to
identify the considerations which the Defenders felt were signifi-

I
I

cant in their ranking of the individual cases.
A.

Cases in Which a Consensus Exists Among the Defenders:
As noted earlier,

th~~e

appears to be a consensus

I

among the Defenders as to the general seriousness ranking of eleven
of. the cases included in the questionnaire.
ranked as cases of high seriousness.
cases in the upper middle category.
category.

Cases A, C and H were

Cases E and I were ranked as
Case F was ranked in the middle

Cases G ~nd 0 were ranked in the lower middle category,

and cases D, M and N were ranked as cases of low seriousness.

The

reasons·expressed for these rankings are discussed below.
Case A (Organized Crime Case) - Twenty-three of the
Defenders placed Case A among the three most serious cases in their
ranking.

The factors in this case which were cited in support of

its high ranking were the existence of organized group activity, the
presence of violent behavior, the suggestion of careful planning
implicit in the fraudulent predicates, and the apparent extended
~
I·
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length of time over which the offense was committed.

I
i

The combina-

tion of these factors was viewed by the Defenders as posing the

i
I

1

I

threat of both physical arid economic harm to individuals, thus
impacting substantially on society as a whole.

It was for these

reasons that this case was ranked as one of high seriousness.
Case C (Murder) - All of the responding Defenders
ranked this case among the top four in seriousness and sixteen
ranked it as the most serious offense.

While the case does not

involve group activity, any economic harm, or any criminal behavior
over an extended period of time, the fact that it involved violent
behavior leading to a loss of life led to its high rating.

The

responses with respect to this case point up the fact that the
taking of human life, even under circumstances which suggest that a
repetition of such conduct by the offender is not likely, is viewed
as an evil of such magnitude that the offense must be categorized as
of the highest seriousness.
Case H (Espionage) - The net range of the rankings for
this case was 2 to 5, placing it in the high seriousness category.
While the case lacks any element suggesting a threat to the safety
of any particular individual, the general threat to the riational
security and the safety of the general populace were significant
elements in its high ranking.

Other factors which are present here

which support this high ranking are the breach of a sensitive public
trust, the apparent planning which must have been involved, the
pecuniary motive of the defendant, the apparent insensitivity to

l
-
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l

the great danger his conduct posed to the nation, and the economic
cost of redressing the harm caused by the offense.
Case I

(Heroin Importation) - The net range of the

rankings of this case was 3 to 6, placing it in the upper middle
seriousness category.

The factors cited in support of viewing this

as a relatively serious offense were the fact that it was part of
group activity involving planning and_premeditation, and that the
large quantity of drugs involved posed a great danger to the health
and well-being of the large number of
consume them.

person~

who would ultimately

Also, the substantial indirect threat to the safety

and economic well-being of the general populace which arises from
the crimes committed by drug users was viewed as a significant
factor.

This case might have been ranked even higher by some

Defenders if there had been a clear indication that the captain was
a principal in the narcotics operation, rather than a courier.
Case E (Bribery) - The net range of the rankings of
this case. was 4 to 8, placing it in the upper middle seriousness
category.

The significant factors which were cited as warranting

the relatively high ranking of this offense were the high status of
the offender, the breach of the high level trust involved, and the
obvious planning and premeditation which his conduct entailed.
These factors were viewed as rendering the conduct here more blameworthy than it might otherwise be in a case involving a bribe payment of this amount from a qualified contractor.

While several of

the Defenders are dubious of the extent to which general deterrence
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is effective in many situations, the high visibility of the offense
and offender in this case leads us to view the factor of deterrence
as a significant consideration here.

Thus, while this case does not

irivolve any of the group activity, violence, or threat to personal
or general safety which characterized the other highly ranked
offenses, we believe that it should, nevertheless, be rapked as
relatively serious.
Case F (Unarmed Bank Robbery) - The net range of the
rankings of the unarmed bank robbery was 6 to 10, placing it
squarely in the middle range category.

The crime apparently in-

volved some degree of planning, raised a threat of physical harm
which undoubtedly caused fear to the victim, and also raised the
possibility that efforts of security personnel to respond to the
offense would give rise to physical violence.

On the other hand,

the actual dollar loss was relatively small and the offender
apparently had no real intent to cause physical harm.
Case G (Bank Embezzlement) - The net range of the
rankings of this offense was 9 to 13, reflecting a consensus that
this· case falls in the lower middle category of seriousness.
the monetary loss was the same as in the unarmed bank

~obbery,

While
this

case was ranked.as less serious because of the absence of any threat
of physical harm.

The different ranking of these two offenses

clearly illustrates the extent to which concerns about even a mere
threat to use physical force (and the personal fears that such a
threat engenders) weigh heavily as a factor in assessing the seriousness of criminal behavior.

Also, while the teller here may be
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said to have breached a trust, the Defenders believe that at this
level of responsibility (in contrast to the situation in Case E)
this should not be a significant factor.

I

Similarly, we felt that at

this low visibility level, general deterrence has little effect and
should not result in more severe treatment.

There were suggestions,

however, that if this conduct were shown to be part of a pattern of
planned behavior over a period of time, the seriousness ranking of
this offense should be increased.
Case

o (Felon/Gun) - The net range of the rankings of

this offense was 9 to 13, identical to that of the bank embezzlement.

This relatively moderate seriousness ranking was based on the

fact that the weapon involved was a long-barreled, non-concealable,
low powered hunting weapon and that there is no indication in the
facts as presented that it was intended to be used to harm other
persons.

Several Defenders indicated that their ranking of this

offense would.be higher if the fact pattern indicated that the
offender had a prior conviction for a violent offense, or if the
weapon involved were a handgun.
Case N (Social Security Checks) - The net range of the
rankings of this offense was 12 to 16, placing it in the low
seriousness category.
factors.

This low ranking was based on a number of

While the forging and cashing of the deceased husband's

checks was calculated to realize personal financial gain, the actual
receipt of the checks resulted £rom a failure to act rather than
affirmative misconduct.

The amount of financial loss is relatively

small and there is rio identifiable individual victim.
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The Defenders

as a group viewed this as an offense which posed little danger and,
therefore, as one of low seriousness.
Case M (Camping/Fire) - The net range of the rankings
of this case was 13 to 16.

The major factors in the universally low

ranking given this offense were the absence of an intent to cause
any harm, the low level bf the damage done, and the fact that none
of the damage affected other persons.
Case D (Draft Evader) - The net range of the rankings
.of this. offense was 14 to 16.
serious of the cases presented.

As such, it was viewed as the least
While the conduct here indirectly

caused harm to another person (the individual who was drafted in the
pl~ce

of the offender) , it was assumed that this was not a harm

intended by the offender.

The intervening suspension of the draft

and the \assumption among many Defenders that the defendant may have
been motivated by moral, ethical or political concerns also substantially affected the ranking of this offense.
B.

Cases in Which no Consensus was Established Among the

Defenders:
As noted earlier, in five of the cases the net range
of the rankings was so wide as to reveal a lack of consensus among
the Defenders as to the appropriate.rankin g of the offense.

Analy-

sis of these cases reveals that each involved competing factprs
which apparently were weighed quite differently by the individual
Defenders.

These are discussed below.
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Case B (Pollution) - The net range of the rankings of
this offense was 6 to 15, thus running the gamut from an upper
middle seriousness rating to a low seriousness rating.

Those who

viewed this offense as more serious cited the calculated group
decision to violate the law without regard to the harm to the environment.

Those who viewed it as much less serious focused on the

absence of the risk of any harm to human life and the absence of

~ny.

indication of economic loss.
Case J

(Hiker/Sniper} - This case also produced a very

wide disparity in ranking, with the net range running from 2 to 9.
This was due in part to an ambiguity in the facts, as some Defenders
were uncertain as to whether the defendant intended to shoot the
ranger.

Others viewed the offense as of only middle range serious-

ness because of absence of any actual harm.

Those who viewed this

as a very serious offense (eleven Defenders ranked this 4, 3 or 2 in
their response} focused on what they understood to be an intent to
shoot and, therefore, do harm to another human

being~

These De-

fenders viewed the element of blameworthiness as far more important
than the fortuitous fact that the ranger was not hit by the shot.
Case K (Car Salesman) - The net range of the rankings
in this case extends from 7 to 13.

Those who viewed this offense as

more serious focused on the fact that it was premeditated, took
place over a period of time, and caused economic harm to a sizable
number of individual victims.

Those who ranked this offense toward

the low or low middle end of the scale focused on the fact that the
offense was non-violent.

-
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Case L (College President) - The Defenders carne close
to a consensus placing this offense in the lower middle range of
seriousne ss, but did not as the net range was 9 to 14.

Those who

viewed.th is case as less serious focused on the fact that the defendant acted out of concern for the school and not for personal
enrichmen t, and that, although the amount of money involved was
great, there were no individua l victims.

For others, the amount of

money and the premedita ted nature of the fraud resulted in a more
serious ranking.
Case P (Perjury) - The net range of the rankings for
this case was 4 to 11, suggestin g widely varied views on the severity of this offense.

Those who viewed this offense as serious cited

its impact on the integrity of the justice system.

The reasons why

other Defenders considere d this offense as less serious are unclear,
as there was insufficie nt comment provided with their responses .
There was a suggestion by some Defenders that in the absence of an
indication of the nature of the offense charged at the trial in
which the perjury occurred, it was difficult to rank this as a serious offense.

I

t

III.

HOW SHOULD THE RELATIVE SERIOUSNESS OF OFFENSES BE ASSESSED?
The discussion above of the Defenders ' rankings of the
case examples in the Commissio n's questionn aire suggests that the

I

assessmen t of the seriousne ss of particula r offenses should be based
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on a consideration of factors which measure both the gravity of the
harm caused by the offense and the blameworthiness of the offender.
The factors which emerge from the cases as most significant are the
extent to which the offense poses a danger or the threat of danger
to the physical safety of individual victims and members of the
general public, the extent to which the offense causes economic loss
to individuals and the number of individuals who suffer such
economic loss, the extent to which the offense involves group activity, the length of time over which the offense was committed, the
extent to which the offense involves a breach of a high public or
sensitive trust upon which the confidence of the population in our
institutions is dependent, the degree of planning and premeditation
involved in the offense, the extent to which the offender intended
and coula foresee the harm inflicted by his behavior, and the motivation of the offender in committing the offense.*
Certain of these factors clearly weigh very heavily in the
evaluation of the seriousness of an offense.

Thus, for example, it

is clear from the responses of the Defenders that the fact that an
offense involves violence or the threat of personal injury to others
is considered an important factor which militates in favor of a high
seriousness rating.

*

This reflects the general public concern for

It should be emphasized that in determining which of these
factors are present in a particular case, seritencing judges
should look only to the offense of conviction and such other
facts as are established in accordance with the procedures
proposed in the "Federal Defender Position Paper on Fact Finding
in Guideline Sentencing" which has been previously submitted to
the Commission.

-
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personal safety, a concern which is expressed in several of the provisions of the Crime Control Act of 1984.

However, we urge.that the

Commission, in developing its seriousness rankings, avoid rigid
categorizations

whi~h

are based solely on this factor and which do

not take into account the relevance of the other considerations
noted above.

The approach to ranking offense seriousness must be

multi-dimensional and not based on simple classifications of
offenses.

Not all offenses in which an element of violence or the

threat of physical harm is present are more serious than whitecollar crimes.

Considerations of the offender's intent or lack of

premeditation must also be taken into account.

In some offenses

involving physical force, these other considerations may well
warrant an assessment that the offense is less serious than a
white-collar crime which involved planning, group action ahd
widespread economic loss.

IV.
SHOULD THE MANNER OF COr1MITTING AN OFFENSE AFFECT
ITS RANKING MORE OR LESS THAN THE HARM CAUSED?
The question of whether the manner of committing an
offense should affect its seriousness rating more or less than the
harm caused is an extremely difficult one.

In most cases, the

manner employed to carry out an offense will itself result in an
increase in the harm that is caused.

Thus, for example, in Case F

in the Commission's questionnaire, the bank robber's manner of
committing the offense resulted in a greater harm than that caused
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by the bank employee in Case G, because the use of a threat by the
·bank. robber put the victim teller in fear and undoubtedly caused
some psychological trauma.

Similarly,. if the bank robber in Case F

had actually displayed and used a weapon, the difference in the
manner between that situation and the facts as given in Case F would
result·in an even gre?ter degree of apprehension and harm.

Thus,

although these situations the manner in which the offense is committed may be of more significance than the amount of money taken,
the reason for this is the new and different kind of harm which
arose from the differences in the manner employed.
On the other hand, if one 'were comparing the offense of
the bank robber who realized $5,000 in Case F with that of a bank·
officer who, as· a result of embezzlements over a period of years,
stole

$300~000

ently.

from the bank, the balance might be struck differ-

In comparing these two situations, the added element of harm

created by the bank robber's threatening note pales in contrast to
the substantially greater amount of monetary loss caused by the bank
officer.

In such a case, the differences in the degree of monetary

i

I

li

II

I

loss would seem clearly to be·more important than the different
manner in which the two offenses were committed.
With respect to the Commission's question regarding the
counterfeiting and check offenses, the responses of the Defenders
were varied.

Some, focusing on the planning and sophistication in-

volved in the production of the counterfeit currency and the number

I

I
l
l
I

of individuals who might suffer losses as a result, viewed that as
the more serious offense.

Others, however, felt that the fact of

I

!
i
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the theft of checks from individuals who were dependent on their
Social Security payments rendered the check offense more serious.

IV.

ARE CERTAIN KINDS OF SANCTIONS MORE
APPROPRIATE FOR CERTAIN KINDS OF CRIMES?
The Federal Defenders believe that the choice of which
sanctions are appropriate in a particular case should depend on a
careful evaiuation of the offense and the circumstances under which
it was committed.

We believe that in all cases the Commission and

sentencing judges should look to the least restrictive sanction
which gives effect to the purposes to be served by the sentence.
Incarceration should be utilized only where it is determined to be
necessary to accomplish those puposes in the particular case.

We

recognize that the relative importance of different sentencing
purposes

(~,

incapacitation, deterrence, rehabilitation) may vary

from offense to offense and thus impact upon the choice of sanction.
However,
we would like to reserve for a further submission our views
on the appropriateness of particular sanctions for particular
offenses.
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14

6

7

12

4

5 . 3

8

10

13

16

11

15

Minn.

2

3

1

16

4

9

14

4

5

6

7

10

13

16

12

11

E.D.Mich.

2

6

1

15

7

8

12

4

3

5

11

13

14

16

10

9

N.D.Oh.

2

9

1

8

6

10

13

3

4

7

11

12

14

15

16

5

W.D.Pa.

1

15

1

14

4

5

9

3

6

7

8

10

16

.11

13

12

E.D.Pa.

1

9

2

16

8

10

11

4

5

3

6

13

14

15

12

7

N.J.

2

8

1

14

6

9

11

5

3

7

10

13

15

16

12

4

Conn.

2

6

1

16

7

10

11

4

5

3

9

13

15

14

12

8

S.D.N.Y.

2

9

1

14

5

8

12

4

6

3

11

13

15

16

10

7

Okla.

3

7

1

15

2

10

11

4

5

9

8

14

12

16

13

6

W.D.Texas

3

15

1

14

7

6

11

1

4

5

7

7

16

13

12

10

S.D.Texas

1

8

4

12

7

6

9

2

3

5

13

10

15

16

14

11

Arizona

2

10

1

15

6

7

12

5

4

3

13

9

16

14

8

11

N.Mex.

1·

3

4

16

6

9

9

2

5

8

11

14

13

15

12

7

P.R.

1

11

3

16

10

9

5

7

2

8

12

13

15

14

4

6

G

H

I

9

12

3

5

6

7

8

4

16

6

7

13

3

16

6

7

11

1

14

13

2

11

1

14

E.D.Mo.

2

13

3

E.D.N.C.

1

10

W.D.Tenn.

4

M.D. Fla.

E

F

J

Case

c

A

B

Gross
Range

Net
Range

-

Cum.
Total

5

1

-

3

15

6

-

15

4

1

-

4

16

14

-

16

E (Bribery)

2 - 13

4

-

F (Unarmed Bk.Rob.)

5

-

10

6

G (Bk.Embezzlement)

5

-

14

H (Espionage)

1

-

A

(Organized Crime)

1

B

(Pollution)

3

c

(Murder)

1

D

(Draft Evader)

8

-

D

High

E

Cum.
Rank

49

2

234

9

43

1

Low

368

16

8

Upper
Middle

163

6

-

10

Middle

199

7

9

-

13

Lower
Middle

270

11

7

2

5

High

85

3

3

-

6

Upper
Middle

113

4

No Cons.
High

I

(Heroin Import.)

2

-

9

J

(Hiker/Sniper)

2

-

11

2 -

9

No Cons.

131

5

K

(Car Salesman)

6

-

13

7

-

13

No Cons.

241

10

6

14

9 - 14

No Cons.

287

12

12

-

16

13 - 16

Low

363

14

11

-

16

12 - 16

Low

367

15
13

L (College Pres.)
·M (Camping/Fire)
N

(Soc.Sec. Checks)

0

(Felon/Gun)

4

-

16

9

-

13

Lower
Middle

288

p

(Perjury)

4

-

15

4

-

11

No Cons.·
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DRAFT TESTiMONY BEFORE THE U.S. SENTENCING COMMISSION
My name is J. Warren Cassidy and I am Executive Director of the National Rifle
Association's Institute for Legislative Action.
On behalf of the more than 3 million members ofthe National Rifle Association, I
thank you for giving me this opportunity to contribute to your valuable efforts. Our NRA
Bylaws detail the purposes and objectives of our association; and second among those
purposes is "to promote public safety, law and order, and the national defense."
Thus we share a keen interest in sentencing and sentencing standards as effective
ways to reduce violent crime, particularly violent crime in which dangerous weapons are
used.
I wish to address sentencing and sentencing procedures from three perspectives:
first, the armed criminal and weapons of choice; second, the armed career criminal and
drug traffickers; and finally, violators of regulatory firearms laws.
Since 1958, the NRA has advocated mandatory terms of imprisonment for persons
who use firearms, and other weapons, to commit violent crimes. Such penalties were
included in a potentially effective crime-control provision of the Gun Control Act of
1968, and its reform legislation, the Firearms Owners Protection Act, where the
mandatory penalty provisions also apply to the use of firearms in drug-trafficking
offenses.
During the first two decades, our stand on mandatory penalties emanated from
common sense alone; now, however, hard evidence from states which support this· public
policy proves conclusively the merit of imposing fixed jail time on violent criminals. The
NRA has supported mandatory penalty legislation in dozens of states, including Arizona,
Florida, South Carolina, Idaho, California, Michigan, Virginia and others. In the District
of Columbia, we campaigned for an initiative in 1983 that passed 73 percent to 27
percent, in an overwhelming display of public approval for a measure that at least held
the promise of curbing violent crime. That law has worked. In Washington, D.C., the
adoption of mandatory penalties saw the violent crime rate fall by 18 percent and the

homicide rate by 7 percent between 1982 and 1984. I should add that these crime
decreases stand in sharp contrast to the 48 percent rise in violent crime and a 14 percent
rise in the homicide rate (1976-1982) which D.C. experienced after its City Council
imposed a city-wide handgun ban in February 1977.
Throughout the nation, mandatory penalties show particular effectiveness in
reducing predatory crimes like murder and robbery- the crimes research shows are most
feared by citizens. Delaware and Maryland have both shown substantial drops in
homicide and measurable declines in robbery while the rest of the South Atlantic saw
·robbery increase between 1972 and 1984. Between 1974 and 1984, both Arizona and
Arkansas led their regions in homicide declines and notched substantial reductions in
robbery. The Georgia homicide rate fell 32 percent while falling but 13 percent in the
rest of the South Atlantic between 1976 and 1984, and the state's robbery rate remained
almost unchanged while rising 13 percent in the region. With mandatory penalties,
between 1975 and 1984,

~outh

Carolina and Virginia recorded 37 percent and 33 percent

drops in hom·icide rates respectively, and 7 percent and 26 percent drops in the state
robbery rates.
While these strides in crime control are significant, I submit that they are limited
by targeting firearms as the only crucial weapon carried by dangerous criminals.
Victimization studies of the U.S. Department of Justice demonstrate that persons who
use knives to commit violent crimes, such as assault and robbery, are more likely to
injure their victims. It is the willingness to inflict bodily injury on the part of the
criminal that is the crucial factor, and we must target those criminals who equip
themselves with deadly weapons of any kind if we are to succeed in controlling violent,
criminal attacks.
In this regard, the state of Georgia has a well-written statute. Georgia's criminal
code includes both firearms and knives under the provision for mandatory sentencing for
possession during the commission of a crime. The expansion of provisions like this is to
include all "dangerous" or "deadly" weapons is the next logical step.

We would encourage this Commission to adopt a policy guideline for judges and
parole boards to take into account the importance of minimizing the disparity in
sentencing between violent criminals who use firearmsand those who use other
dangerous weapons. Violence is the common denominator; the tool used to commit that
violence should not be treated selectively or focus solely on firearms as federal law
currently mandates.
Second, the effectiveness of mandatory penalties on armed career criminals and
drug traffickers must be weighed. Massive evidence indicates that if armed career
criminals, who commit vastly more than their share of crimes, are subjected to
mandatory penalties, dozens of crime per year will be prevented. Indeed, some of the
research from John Ball, J. W. Shaffer, and David Nurco ("Day to Day Criminality of
Heroin Addicts in Baltimore") suggests a prevention rate of up to 215 crimes per year per
career criminal incarcerated. Such benefits to society are confirmed by a Rand
Corporation study ("Varieties of Criminal Behavior," by Jan and Marcus Chaiken), the
Wright-Rossi felon survey ("The Armed Criminal in America"), and other studies. Career
criminals represent such a relatively small percentage of the criminals in this country
that any fear of prison overcrowding is unwarranted. Prison space will always be
adequa;te to house them. Other, less dangerous and unarmed crimjnals may serve shorter
terms as a result, but these criminals pose far less of a threat to society than the repeat
offenders.
The importance of adding armed drug-traffickers to those subject to mandatory
L

terms of imprisonment in federal law is clear. Drug-trafficking is a crime which
disproportionatel y involves the federal government. Most violent crimes are state
offenses, and such criminals comprise the bulk of state prisoners. That is not the case
with drug-traffickers, who represent a -relatively small percentage of state felons, but a
relatively large proportion of federal prisoners. And the increasing federal role in trying
to curtail the problems of drug-trafficking and the crimes associated with the business
justifies stringent penalties for armed drug-traffickers.

In any consideration of mandatory penalty legislation, it must be noted that these
provisions can only be effective to the extent that they are requested by prosecutors and
imposed by judges. It is incumbent on this Commission, in my estimation, that you
encourage a sentencing policy and guidelines which call on judges to be faithful to law
regarding mandatory penalties. The most recent thorough statistical study of judicial
discretion in using mandatory penalties was conducted by Professors Alan Lizotte and
Marjorie Zatz on California law ("The Use and Abuse of Sentence Enhancement for
. Firearms Offenses in

~alifornia")

where they found that judges only imposed the

sentence on robbers after they had been convicted for their fourth robbery in a threeyear period. Had California judges fully used the law, these robbers would not have been
on the streets free to commit their second, third, and fourth crimes.
Finally, the NRA draws a sharp distinction between mandated jail terms for those
violent criminals who pose a threat to society and those individuals who commit
technical violations of regulatory firearms laws.
This distinction is particularly acute at a time when the nation must balance the
need for citizen safety against the problem of prison overcrowding.
Judicial discretion and leniency· may be called for when dealing with persons who
have committed minor, victimless, technical, and paperwork violations of federal gun
laws. In general, we oppose stringent or mandatory sentencing of persons who carry or
transport firearms in violation of federal, state, or local law. It is a victimless crime
which is committed rather frequently, and innocently. It is estimated that some five to
twelve million Americans may carry firearms for protection, and millions more transport
firearms at some time, quite often in technical violation of one or more of the 20,000
restrictive gun laws on the books. Weapons offenses such as these are not perceived as
particularly

import~rtt

by the American public, as indicated by a U.S. Justice

Department "National Survey on Crime Severity," and as revealed in the classic study of
"The American Jury" by Harry Kalven and Hans Zeisel. In these cases, severe sentencing
does not work to reduce crime, but only to work an injustice.

My home state of Massachusetts adopted a mandatory prison term for carrying. a
firearm without a license. The result? The Bay State has seen its violent crime rate
skyrocket, its homicide rate mirror national trends, but its prisons incarcerate persons
who had never before committed crimes and who were not arrested attempting to
commit a violent crime. Indeed, the most recent egregious case involved a citizen who
used an unlicensed firearm in self-defense and now faces a one year mandatory jail
sentence. Authorities had previously refused to act against the man's antagonist despite
threats the citizen had received from his assailant -a man with a police record. The
state Supreme Court recently upheld that sentence for carrying under the Bartley-Fox
mandatory sentencing law, although the use of the gun was found by the jury to be
justifiable self-defense, saying that "Before the days of a mandatory one-year sentence,
the special circumstances involving the accused could be reflected reasonably in the
sentencing .•• That option is no longer available .•.. "
The mandatory penaltyprovision was imitated in New York. And now a subway
employee - working in a system where courts have ruled the police have no obligation to
protect citizens from violent crime - faces a potential mandatory penalty for carrying a
handgun with which he saved his life from a violent assault inflicted by two robbers.
We deplore the· mindset that would send an otherwise law-abiding citizen to jail
for a firearms law violation discovered as a consequence of defending his own life from
criminal attack. Certainly, a violation of these carry laws in the interest of self-defense
is less serious than a judge's rejection of a law calling for a mandatory sentence for
armed violent criminals in the interest of prison overcrowding.
Although carrying a firearm without a perm it was not on the "Offense Seriousness
Questionnaire" sent out by this Commission, when it appears in Justice Department
surveys of perceived offense seriousness, the public at large tends to rank it as relatively
inconsequential. Likewise, on your questionnaire, we would rank those offenses which
actually involve firing a gun in an attempt to injure or kill as very serious. The
"estranged husband" convicted of murdering his wife, incident "C", should be ranked most
serious of the 16 situations presented. Incident "J"- where a hiker shoots at a forest

ranger- should also be ranked as a grave crime. Incident "0," however, is much more
difficult to judge accurately, and it serves to point up a common problem with regulatory
firearms laws. The phrase "individual with a prior felon record" could mean many
different things, from a dangerous and violent criminal, to a college student convicted of.
destruction of property in a fraternity prank. Yet both individuals are treated alike
under current law, and most who answered the questionnaire probably envisioned the
former as the object of the question. Unfortunately, "true" criminals are not
apprehended in that manner; the law succeeds only in capturing those who conduct
themselves as, and believe themselves to be, law-abiding citizens.
We urge this Commission to establish a policy and guidelines with regard to
technical violations of the federal gun laws. Under current law, all violations of the Gun
Control Act of 1968 are felonies, subject to penalties of up to five or ten years
imprisonment and fines of up to $5,000 to $10,000. Congress is currently considering the
Firearms Owners Protection Act which, if passed, would make it necessary to prove that
violations of the federal gun law were willful for many of the technical, paperwork
violations of the law, and which would reduce some of the offenses to misdemeanor level.
I hope that reform legislation passes. It would not, however, entirely solve

t~e

problems faced by gun owners. Aside from the mandatory penalties for committing
violent or drug-trafficking crimes with guns, most of the offenses possible under the Gun
Control Act, whether felony or misdemeanor, would remain malum prohibitum rather
than malum in se offenses.
We should recommend that in most instances - either under current law or under
the revised law, if Congress passes and the President signs the Firearms Owners'
Protection Act - the federal sentencing guidelines should mirror those in the FOP A.
We believe a sentencing guideline could well be patterned after U.S. v. Ruisi (460
F. 2d 153), where the judge, recognizing the technical guilt but absence of malice in the
defendants, established a sentence of one day's probation. We find that to be a model
sentencing guideline or policy for such cases. Persons who commit these often
unknowing, but assuredly petty, offenses, should not really be punished. For such

generally law-abiding persons, the mere embarrassment of arrest, the expense of hiring
an attorney and possibly losing one or more firearms to forfeiture, and the ignominy of a
criminal conviction record, are adequate -indeed, excessive -punishment. Additional
fines or jail time would be a superfluous injustice.
We believe that sentencing guidelines should be aimed at swift and certain
punishment for serious, violent, and dangerous armed criminals, but at a policy of
leniency for technical, paperwork and malum prohibitum violations of laws regarding
firearms acquisition, transfer, transportation, and disposition among the generally honest
gun owners of this country.
Thank you.
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William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman, U.S. Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004 (
Dear Chairman Wilkins: .
On April 15, 1986, the National Rifle Association's Institute for Legislative Action
testified on the topic of "offense seriousness." Please accept this letter as an addition to
the record of the proceedings of this Commission.
From May 11 to May 14, The Washington Post ran a series of articles that examined
Washington, D.C.'s three-year old mandatory sentencing law for drug offenders and
criminals who used firearms during the commission of their crimes. The message
contained in the article was highly disturbing, and serves to substantiate some of the
·
charges we made during testimony in front of the Commission.
The following quotes are representative of the article as a whole.

" 'Swift and certain punishment, other than getting a boot on your car, does not
*
exist,' said Officer Dan Wagner of the 3rd District vice squad." (Cases involving drug
offenders take almost a year to resolve, according to the Post series.)
*

"Not all judges are as determined as (Judge Bruce) Beaudin. But collectively
they have defused the legislation's intent, aided by seasoned court employes such as (Bill)
Erhardt who in the past three years have combed the law books looking for every possible
way around the sentencing law."

*

"Like Beaudin, many judges contend that community residents who approve
mandatory sentencing measure simply don't understand what a judge does or
the
like
laws
record for Superior Court judges has been."
track
the
. what

*

" 'I understand the community's concern and why

they passed the law. But I
here,' said Superior Court
down
on
going
what's
knowing
really
think it comes from not
Judge Nan R. Hughes."
Judges are not the only culprits responsible for circumventing the will of the
electorate.

*

"Prosecutors estimated that the gun law is applied in about 150 indictments a
year, and in most the sentencing requirement is eliminated through plea bargaining."

May 2 1 , 1 9 8 6 , page two

*

"Despite voters' passage of a mandatory sentencing law for drug offenders in
1982, plea bargaining that often circumvents the new law remains the primary method of
moving cases through the system."

*

".... Fridie's court-appointed attorney and a

fast-talking fixture of the city's
agreed to withhold papers
prosecutors
exchange,
In
courts was ••• working out a deal •••
informing the court of his previous drug conviction."

*

"One prosecutor, who insisted on anonymity, said, 'A lot of times I felt like I
was going behind the voters' backs."'
The mandatory sentencing provisions were approved in a voters' initiative by almost
a three to one margin. Washington, D.C., residents certainly did know what was "going
on down here" when they voted to keep drug offenders and violent criminals off the
streets and out of their neighborhoods.
Thank you once again for this opportunity to express our views.

David W. Conover
Researcher/Writ er
Information & Member Services
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Dear Chairman Wilkins:
On April 15, 1986, the National Rifle Associatio n's Institute for Legislativ e Action
testified on the topic of "offense seriousnes s." Please accept this letter as an addition to
the record of the proceeding s of this Commissio n.
From May 11 to May 14, The Washington Post ran a series of articles that examined
Washingto n, D.C.'s three-year old mandatory sentencing law f·or drug offenders and
criminals who used firearms during the commissio n of their crimes. The message
contained in the article was highly disturbing , and serves to substantia te some of. the
charges we made during testimony in front of the Commissio n.
The following quotes are representa tive of the article as a whole.

*

" 'Swift and certain punishmen t, other than getting ~ boot on your car, does not

exist,' said Officer Dan Wagner of the 3rd District vice squad." (Cases involving drug
offenders take almost a year to resolve, according to the Post series.)

"Not all judges are as determine d as (Judge Bruce) Beaudin. But collective ly
*
they have defused the legislation 's intent, aided by seasoned court employes such as (Bill)
Erhardt who in the past three years have combed the law books looking for every possible
way around the sentencing law."
"Like Beaudin, many judges contend that communit y residents who approve
laws like the mandatory sentencing measure simply don't understand what a judge does or
what the track record for Superior Court judges has been."

*

why they passed the law. But I
down here,' said Superior Court
on
going
what's
think it comes from not really knowing
Judge Nan R. Hughes."

*

" 'l understand the communit y's concern and

Judges are not the only culprits responsibl e for circumven ting the will of the
electorate .
"Prosecuto rs estimated that the gun law is applied in about 150 indictmen ts a
year, and in most the sentencing requireme nt is eliminated through plea bargaining ."

*
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"Despite voters' passage of a mandatory sentencing law for drug offenders in
1982, plea bargaining that often circumvents the new law remains the primary method of
moving cases through the system."

*

"•••• Fridie's court-appoin ted attorney and a fast-talking fixture of the city's
*
courts was ••• working out a deal ••• In exchange, prosecutors agreed to withhold papers
informing the court of his previous drug conviction."
"One prosecutor, who insisted on anonymity, said, 'A lot of times I felt like I
was going behind the voters' backs. 111

*

The mandatory sentencing provisions were approved in a voters' initiative by almost
a three to· one margin. Washington, D.C., residents certainly did know what was "going
on down here" when they yoted to keep drug offenders and violent criminals off the
streets and out of their neighborhood s.
Thank you once again for this opportunity to express our views.

David W. Conover
Researcher/W riter
Information & Member Services
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Dear Judge Wilkins;

CHAIR
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

I am responding to your letter of March 19 and enclose
herewith my response ranking the seriousness of the crime
scenarios on the Offense Seriousness Questionnaire.
Rather than
prepare comments on the questionnaire form, I ·will incorporate
them by example as I address the questions contained in your
letter.
And because of the shortness of time and other pressing
commitments, I would ask that this letter be considered the
substance of my proposed testimony at the April 15 hearing. Your
questions and my responses follow.
1.
How
should
the
Commission
seriousness of different kinds of crime?

compare

the

relative

Too often, there is a tendency to look narrowly at a
particular crime as an event and then react instinctively to the
event without examining a variety of elements.
For example, I
circulated the questionnaire to a dozen members of my staff and
almost half rated the "estranged husband shooting his wife" as
the most serious offense listed.
In discussion with them it
became clear that they reacted solely to the outrageousness of
one person killing another without considering the range of
elements or issues that I believe should guide the Commission in
establishing degrees of offense severity.

-2-

One element is the number of persons actually or
On this the wife shooting
potentially injured by the offense.
ranks very low while the organized crime head, the boat captain
as
automobile dealer,
fraudulent
the
importing heroin and
For the former, it is the wife and her
examples, rank high.
family who suffer while the acts of the latter three involve
hundreds to thousands of victims.
Another issue is whether and to what degree personal
Again, the estranged husband's act, the
gain was involved.
college president who makes false statements to obtain assistance
for the college, the illegal camper and the person who provides a
The organized
false alibi for a friend would rank very low.
crime figure, the polluting chemical corporation, the government
officials accepting bribes or selling defense documents, the bank
robber and the embezzler, etc., get high ranking here.
Certain offenses can be ranked differently because of
I would rank the bank teller's crime as
other multiple elements.
more serious than the bank robber. They are both $10,000 robbers
but the bank embezzler also violated a trust placed in him by his
employer.
There has been much debate in this country about the
efficacy of achieving general deterrence by severely punishing
In light of our very low
those offenders who are apprehended.
rate of reporting crime, our low apprehension rates and the
resulting uncertainty of punishment, we cannot achieve general
severe
policy of
a
criminality with
most
for
deterrence
There are, however, numerous studies in Western
sanctions.
Europe which clearly find two exceptions to the "no general
One, drunk driving, has no applicability to
deterrence" result.
The other, economic or "white collar"
the Commission's task.
I believe it is acceptable justice policy to
crime, does.
consider deterrence, where it* is capable of being achieved, in
Thus, the chemical corporation,
determining offense severity.
the corrupt government officials, the embezzler, the car dealer
If a person
ranking.
president get high
bank
the
and
contemplating an economic crime thinks there is a possibility of
apprehension and the certainty of severe sanctions if caught, he
The so-called street criminal, like the bank
will think twice.
robber or the ex-felon who illegally purchases a gun, and the
Persons who
aberrational actor who shoots his wife rank low.
commit "crimes of passion", killing their spouses or lovers, do
not stop to think about the possibility of punishment.

*

I am offering my personal op1n1on here as ACLU policy on
Criminal Sentences expressly opposes general deterrence as
the basis for incarceration.

-3-

Another
element
is
the
likelihood
of
repeated
criminality without a severe sanction, thereby placing society at
risk.
Again, the man who shot his wife ranks very low as this
kind of-person almost never repeats his crime and poses no threat
to society at large: the organized crime figure is almost always
a repeater and remains a constant danger to society.
Finally, there is the element of the degree to which a
particular kind of criminality threatens the fabric of our
democratic society.
I do not believe that the common street
criminal or the person who commits one illegal act motivated by a
real or perceived need, emotional, financial or political, is a
serious threat to society. The bank robber, the wife killer, the
draft evader, the forest hiker, the camper and the elderly woman
get low ·ranking here.
On the other hand, I consider economic
criminals, corporate lawlessness and official corruption to be
most threatening to our society. The illegal activity of judges,
legislators, government officials or police officers are serious
violations of the law and of public trust and they beget
lawlessness.
Many so-called street criminals believe they are
justified, or at least not wrong, in stealing because they see
that prominent politicians and officials are stealing.
Although there is a great deal of surface anger and fear
which results from street crime, there is a deeper feeling of
hopelessness,
distrust
and
immorality
created
by
official
lawlessness.
Why bother to obey the rules of society when our
leaders break them all the time!
2.
Should the manner of carrying out an offense affect a
ranking more or less serious than the harm caused by the offense?
The same elements, or most of them, set forth in answer
to question 1 should be applied here.
A bank robbery of $10,000
committed with a gun is more serious than a bank robbery of
$100,000 without a gun because of the potential for serious
injury with a weapon.
Again, the senior defense official's
acceptance of a $10,000 bribe is far more serious than a
$1,000,000 bank robbery because of the official lawlessness
involved and the potential for general deterrence.
Both factors, manner and harm, need
against the various elements set forth above.

to

3.
Are certain kinds
certain kinds of crimes?

appropriate

of

sanctions

more

be

measured
for

Deprivation of an individual's physical freedom is one
of the most severe interferences with liberty that the state can
impose.
Imprisonment is harsh, frequently counterproductive, and
costly.
There
should
be,
therefore,
a
heavy burden of
justification on the imposition of a prison sentence.

-4-

Again, the elements set forth in answer to question 1
Imprisonm ent
shduld be examined in answering this question.
genera.lly should be utilized only for those who injure large
numbers of people, who constitut e a real danger or whose
For others,
lawlessne ss threatens the fabric of our society.
imprisonm ent should only be utilized as a last resort after all
other possible sanctions have been attempted . Thus, for example,
on the facts furnished in the scenarios , the corrupt governmen t
official should receive a prison term and the unarmed bank robber
or the draft evader should not.
To summarize then, for the -purpose of ranking offense by
following
the
consider
should
Commissio n
the
seriousne ss,
the number of persons actually or potential ly injured;
elements:
the degee of personal gain involved; whether the illegal act also
violated a specific trust; ·whether there is a possibili ty of
repeated
of
likelihood
the
deterrenc e;
general
achieving
criminali ty without a severe sanction thereby placing society at
substanti al risk; and whether the act contribut es to a general
perception of lawlessne ss thereby threatenin g the fabric of our
society.
I
work.

continue

to

be

willing· to

assist

you

in

your

important

Sincerely ,

.
~ t_/ozr,.~
Bronstein
Alvin J.

cc:

Paul K. Martin, Communic ations Director

NISBCO
National Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious Objectors

APRIL 18., 1986
MR. PAUL MARTIN., ESQ.
U. S. SENTENCING COMMISSION
1331 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
SUITE 1400
WASHINGTON., DC 20004
DEAR PAUL:
I HAVE ENCLOSED AN AMENDED SUBMISSION OF TESTIMONY. THE
MATERIAL I GAVE YOU ON FRIDAY WAS liTERAL~Y A FIRST DRAFT.
IT WAS HOT OFF MY WORD PROCESSER AT HOME., AND MOSTLY OUT OF
MY HEAD.
I HAVE ADDED SOME OF THE CONCLUSIONS I PRESENTED IN MY ORAL
TESTIMONY., CORRECTED A WORD OR TWO., FILLED IN A SENTENCE IN
WHICH THE MIDDLE HAD DROPPED OUT. I TRUST THAT THIS PROCEDURE IS
ACCEPTABLE.
I WOULD LIKE TO DROP BY TO READ THE "BLACK BOOK." I WISH I HAD
TIME TO DO SO BEFORE PREPARING THE TESTIMONY. l'M PLEASED THAT
AS A LAY PRESENTER AMONG SO MANY LAWYERS I DID NOT LOOK SO BAD.,
BY COMPARISON.
WOULD IT HELP THE COMMISSION WERE THERE TO BE OTHER SUBMISSIONS
FROM THOSE NOT QUITE SO ANTAGONISTIC TO THE WORK OF THE COMMISSION
AS SOME OF THE GROUPS TESTIFYING OBVIOUSLY ARE?
THANK YOU AGAIN FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY. ONE QUESTION THAT
COULD NOT BE ANSWERED IN THE TIME AVAILABLE WAS "HOW MANY COs ARE
THERE., OR WERE THERE?"
I SAID WE DIDN'T KNOW. THERE ARE
STATISTICS., BUT THEY ARE NEARLY MEANINGLESS. I'LL WRITE A
CAREFUL LETTER TO EXPLAIN THE PROBLEM.

P.S.:

P S NOTIFY ME OF THE SCHEDULE OF ADDITIONAL HEARINGS., AND
KEEP ME ON ANY MAILING LIST YOU MAINTAIN FOR INFORMATION ...
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May 9, 1986

Commissi oner Michael K. Block
The United States Sentencing Commissio n
1331 Pennsylva nia Avenue N.W.
Suite 1400
Washingto n, D.C. 20004
Dear Commissi oner Block:
Per your request, please consider this letter an addendum to our written testimony
delivered on Aprill5, 1986.
With regard to specific lengths of sentence for the use of weapons in the
commissio n of violent crime, we support the provisions of the recently-p assed Firearms
Owners' Protection Act. That legislation provides for an additional mandatory five-year
sentence for carrying or using a firearm during and in relation to a crime of violence.
For the second offense, the penalty is increased to ten years. The certainty of
punishmen t is ensured by the fact that these penalties may not run concurren tly with the
sentence for the primary crime, nor may they be shortened with probatipn or parole.
The National Rifle Associatio n also recommen ds similar penalties for the carrying
of any deadly weapon during and in relation to a crime of violence. Again, five years for
the first offense and ten years for the second are acceptabl e. We have supported slightly
shorter sentence enhancem ents from time to time, for this reason: The length of
sentence for misusing weapons in the commissio n of violent crimes is less crucial than
the certainty that those punishmen ts will be meted out.
That swift and certain punishmen t is a deterrent to criminal weapons-c arrying was
recently confirmed by the study, "The Armed Criminal in America" (July, 1985). That
weapons use as a whole is a problem meriting our concern was likewise confirmed by the
Bureau of Justice Statistics study, "The Use of Weapons in Committin g Crime" (January,
1986).
The Wright-Ro ssi felon survey, commissio ned by. tne U.S. Justice Departme nt under
a grant from the National Institute of Justice, indicated that mandatory penalties or .
sentence enhancem ents·may be significan t deterrents to weapons carrying by criminals.
Almost 70% of the responden ts who did not carry firearms but did carry other weapons
said the prospect of getting "a stiffer sentence" for their crime if they carried a firearm
11
was a "very important " or "somewha t important factor in their decision not to carry a
who carried no weapon indicated
those
of
firearm. Even more. impressive ly, fully 79%
11
important" to them.
"very
or
t
'that the fear of stiffer sentences was "somewha

Yet a focus on criminal misuse of firearms without attention to other weapons is
misguided, as the Bureau of Justice -Statistics demonstrated. Between 1973 and 1982,
there were twice as many victimizations by criminals using weapons other than firearms
as those carried out with firearms. In addition, victims were almost twice as likely to be
injured by a knife-wielding criminal as by a gun-toting one.
The National Rifle Association also recommends that the federal government
prosecute "two-time losers" for mere possession of a firearm under the Gun Control Act
of 1968. This prosecution should be in addition to prosecution for their federal crime of
violence and the imposition of the mandatory penalty. Furthermore, we urge the
Commission to recommend that recidivist state offenders with previous convictions for·
violent offenses also be prosecuted for violations of the Gun Control Act of 1968 when it
is applicable. In this way, the purpose of GCA '68 -- "to provide support to federal,
State, and local law enforcement officials in their fight against crime and violence •••• "
-- will be fulfilled. As the Wright-Rossi survey, as well as the earlier Rand study of
California inmates (1980), demonstrated, keeping active, violent, career criminals off the
street will greatly reduce the rate of violent crime.
Thank you for your interest in our views. We look forward to continuing a dialogue
with this Commission.
Best wishes.

J. Warren Cassidy
Executive Director

NISBCO
National Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious Objectors

TESTIMONY OB THE GRADING ABD DURATION OF SEBTEBCES
before the
U. S. SENTENCING COMMISSION

on behalf of the
National Interreligious Service Board
For Conscientious Objectors

by Rev. L. William Yelton
Executive Director
_April 15, 1986
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I

am L. William Yolton,

the Executive Director of the National

Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious Objectors
BCO).

(NIS-

I am a Presbyterian minister who has been a pastor, campus

minister,
school.

church administrator,

and

a

teacher

in

divinity

During the Vietnam era when I was the denominational

Secretary for Conscience and War,

I was also the chair of the

Interfaith Committee on Draft and Military Information, and the
chair of Prisoner Visitation and Support.

I am also on the board

of the Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors.
NISBCO

is

a

coalition of thirty-four

religious

bodies

organized to defend and extend rights of conscientious objectors.

The coalition includes the Synagogue Council of America,

the U.S. Catholic Conference,

most of the denominations in the

National Council of Churches such as Presbyterians,
and Methodists,

and the historic peace churches usually identi-

fied as Mennonites,
Friends.

Lutherans,

Brethren,

and the Religious Societies of

Such an unusually broad coalition is maintained in part

by the narrow focus of concern,

the support of conscience and

opposition to war.
·In addition to

the primary activity of

counseling and

information, NISBCO also represents its constituents' interest to
the

government

and

monitors

objection and conscription.
NISBCO has

become

an

developments

in conscientious

In the course of this activity

expert in conscription law and on the

situation of conscientious objectors in the armed forces.

Since

the second World War, NISBCO has organized and conducted visita2

tion among war objectors in prison,

now accomplished through a

similarly. expanded coalition.
On behalf of NISBCO,
committed under

I

address the grading of offenses

the Military Selective Service Act

related question of the duration of incarceration.
organization,

the

Our sister

the Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors

will be submitting written testimony.
arises,

and

When the opportunity

I hope to talk to you on matters of alternatives to

incarceration and on the characteristics of offenders.
I

shall begin by sketching out a perspective on the draft

system and

its

sentencing problems.

It

can be

argued

that

violations of the Military Selective Service Act may be the most
difficult to fit into a rational sentencing scheme.

Since the

initial determination of most of the cases that eventually come
to trial is made by ill-trained or untrained lay boards operating
with rules that are at points demonstrably illegal,
due process guarantees,
rate in these

or without

it is no surprise that the conviction

cases is the lowest of all

prosecuted by the Justice Department.1
of inductees were indicted.

classes

of

crimes

(By 1972 twelve percent

In 1967 three-fourths of defendants

were convicted, but by 1975 only seventeen percent.)
It is also the most erratically enforced statute on the
books even including that list of absurdities invoked as reasons
1 Lawrence M.Baskir and William A. Strauss, Chance and Circumstance, the
Draft, the War, and the Vietnam Generation. New York, Knopf, 1978. See the
various charts such as Figure 1 on p. 5.
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to revise the criminal code: interfering with a carrier pigeon,
accosting a woman on a river boat, and so forth.
just not enforced.

Prosecution of MSSA infractions depends on

the political climate,
tice's policy,

The latter are

the whim of prosecutors as well as Jus-

the great variety of offenders,

the politics of

appointments of volunteers to Selective Service, the degree of
sensitivity to issues of conscience and justice which the present
military officers in command of the Selective Service System have
developed, and on the vagaries of politics around hot and cold
wars.
Offenses committed under the act vary widely according to
the character and position of the offenders.

The highly princi-

pled religious man may openly refuse induction for conscience
sake;

others expediently evaded the draft by falsifying medical

records;,

some did not appear for a physical examination because

it wasn't convenient; many ignored with impunity the requirement
to report their current address

(my guess is that 20 percent of

registrants are always in violation);

and,

the violations by

Selective Service employed and volunteer personnel such as the
local board clerk who boasted of never allowing a CO claim were
not prosecuted.

The Act,

the Regulations and the accompanying

administrative instructions did not help to make sense of a
situation in which the penalty at section 12 punished everyone
alike.
ate,

The Report of the Committee on the Judiciary, U. S. Sen-

to accompany S. 1437 aptly described the Military Selective

Service Act:

4

50 U.S.C.App.462 is an awkwardly drafted provision.

In addition to

defining specific offenses, often in obscure language, it generally
makes it a crime, punishable by imprisonment for up to five years, to
violate any provision of the statute, or regulation or administrative
order issued thereunder.
The principal offenses under section 462 involve failure to register,
or to report for or submit to induction; failure to report for a
physical examination; and failure to keep one's local selective service
board advised of a change of address, or to carry one's selective
service card on his person. Offenses can be committed by persons
subject to the law (e.g., failure to register), officials of the Selective Service System,and other agencies (e.g., false examination reports), and "outsiders" (e.• g., making false statements in behalf of
registrant, or printing counterfeit selective service cards). The
uniform felony classification has led to non-prosecution of many minor
violations~
Since the purpose of the statute is primarily to encourage
men to serve in the armed forces (or alternative civilian work programs) rather than put them in jail, the policy of the Selective
Service System and the Department of Justice with respect to registrants
has been to punish principally persistent refusals to serve. The bulk
of prosecutions have therefore been for disobeying orders of a selective
service board to report for induction or civilian work.
An exception
has been the making of false statements, which is generally considered
to warrant prosecution.2

Selective, Service

cases became the largest category of

prosecutions initiated by Justice in 1971.

For a while,

ted and highly motivated young men were sent to prison.
went to jail.

Many more, 200,000, were charged.

educa3000

A conservative

estimate of 250,000 non-registrants were never charged.
Norman Carlson,
Prisons,

the Director of the Federal Bureau of

has been very supportive of a

ministry to the war

objectors in prison, and to the successor ministry that COs in
2

(p. 198)
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prison ·helped generate, a ministry to all those who do not have
other visitors.

Still, he has had to deal with th~ organizing of

the Federal Correctional Institutions by men who would not accept
the conventional wisdom "to do your own time" but sought to
improve the conditions of others.

Danbury, for instance, was

tied up in a strike organized by the war objectors around work
conditions.3
Though there is no authority for inductions at this moment,
prosecutions are proceeding sporadically against
Justice has had over 200,000 cases
tive Service for investigation.

non-r~gistrants.

turned over from Selec-

As of the last accounting,

148

have been disposed of.
Of the twenty prosecutions there have been four dismissals,
one of the prosecutions was against a Laotian immigrant who did
not

understand

English,

and when registration was

finally

explained to him he complied, but it counts as a conviction.

The

case of a conscientious objector was dismissed when it was shown
that the government had all the information necessary to constructively register him without his signature on the card, which
had been his position all along.

The most recent prosecution is

of a young man who tried unsuccessfully to enlist on six occasions,

and had consistently failed the qualifying examination,

and who has registered.4
3
1986.

Given the Solicitor General's account

Stephen M. Kohn, Jailed for Peace.
p. 82-85.

Westport, Conn., Greenwood Press,

4 The Reporter for Conscience'Sake, NISBCO, March, 1986.
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of the

"beg" policy in Selective Service prosecutions in his

argument before the Supreme Court which was the basis for the
determination that there is no policy of selective

p~osecution,

either Wayte was decided on the basis of misrepresentation by the
G~vernment

or this new defendant has an impeccable defense.

Despite the opportunity to select for prosecution the most
winnable cases, convictions are well under the 95% rate for index
crimes.

Were all the outstanding cases to be decided for the

government,

the government would still be losing at a rate of

four times the average.
I have attached a chart of the status of Selective Service
cases as of the end of 1985.
those convicted.
tion,
the

The chart shows the disposition for

There has been wide variation,

some to proba-

others to court ordered community service,

another fined

maximum

so

that his

trust fund

for

education would be

depleted, another sentenced to four years, twice the sentence for
a violator in the Soviet Union.
Since the introduction of S.1 in the 93rd

Congress, I have

followed the proposed legislation for the reform of the Federal
Criminal Code.

Making a coherent body of law out of two hundred

years of piecemeal legislation has eluded Congress.
too big a

job,

It has been

and the reform is taking place piecemeal.

The

revision of the Military Selective Service Act and its homologization with

other

statutes

the Thurmond version (S.829)

is delayed.

I

understand that

of the sequence of bills reforming

the Federal Criminal Code took "the easy way out" for Congress,

7

were the largest category of crimes reported by the Justice
Department. Since prosecutions dragged on until the Ford amnesty
in 1984 and the inductions had ceased since 1972, the exemplary,
or deterrent effect ·of the sentences became virtually meaningless.
Many of those convicted were victims of the failure of the
Selective Service System to process claims properly.

Sometimes

the problem was in bias against conscientious objectors,
times the bias was racial.

some-

In the Cassius Clay case the local

board clerk boasted that they had never allowed a conscientious
objector claim.

Arthur Burkhart Banks was convicted after his

local Georgia draft board rejected his CO claim.

Banks was well

known in New York City for his off-Broadway portrayal of Frederick Webster Douglass; but that did not cut much ice in the heat
of prejudice in Georgia.
It was the same in other parts of the country.

Weldon

Lodwick was convicted in Pittsburgh when his defense, a conscientious objection that was supported by the official teaching of
the Presbyterian Church about justifiable war, was ruled as not
qualifying under Section 6(j)
Britain, Australia,

of the Act.

or the Netherlands,

defense would have qualified.

Had Lodwick been in
or West Germany,

his

The judge acknowledged Lodwick's

sincerity and conscientiousness, and sentenced him to probation
for two years to continue teaching mathematics at Boggs Academy
in Keysville, Georgia.

The state then withdrew his teaching

certificate because he was a felon,
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and withdrew accreditation

or

to

put

agreement.

it more favorably,

the

only feasible

way to

get

It turned over the complex issue of grading offenses

to the Sentencing Commission.
Beginning with S. 1431

And here you are.
in the

95th Congress

(1977)

all

proposed reforms of the U.S. Criminal Code undertook a reform of
sentencing embodying a

system of grading

the

offenses

correlating that grading to the sentencing provisions.
respect to Selective Service law violations,

and
With

the offenses were

graded Felony D, Felony E, and Misdemeanor A.

The clas sifica-

tion was differentiated according to whether or not the offense
was committed in time of war or national defense emergency,
during a peacetime draft, or at all other times.
tion has

been made for

committed under the Act.

the varieties
Many acts,

No differentia-

of offenses

that are

such as failure to follow

the regulations of the system, are punishable but usually not
prosecuted, partly because the penalty is not discrete for these
offenses,

but certainly because the system has no incentive to

report on itself.
The sentencing limit for offenses against the Selective
Service act is now a maximum of five years imprisonment and/or
$250,000 fine, up from a maximum of $10,000 since the Comprehensive Crime Control Act.

This punishment is an improvement over

the conditions of World War I, when seventeen objectors died in
prison of abuse suffered under the hands of the military guards.
We have become more enlightened.
In 1971, the violators of the Military Selective Service Act
8

from the school since its mathematics department was now headed
by an uncertifiable teacher.
The Sentencing Commission should consider the grading of
Military Selective Service offenses as a priority concern in
reforming sentencing.
the Vietnam era,

from

The wide variation in sentences during
five

years

regularly

given to

black -

resisters, to one hour given to a group of Puerto Rican nationalists, promotes disrespect for the law.
The fact that the maximum sentences were given uniformly
to those who contravened other informal norms in the society,
e.g., organizing blacks for equal justice, or organizing anti-war
activity shows that the availability of draconian penalties made
it possible to use the draft law for other repressive purposes.
In 1966, students at the University of Michigan were ordered to
induction when

they protested the war.

Walter Collins,

a

graduate student and organizer for the Southern Conference Educational Fund,
years.

CO

claim and sentenced to five

While in prison he was not credited with good time, even

though he
library.

was denied his

tutored

other prisoners and helped

the

Cleveland C. Sellers, a founder and national officer of

the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
indicted and sentenced to five years.
Jr.,

organize

was similarly

When Martin Luther King,

urged an end to the Vietnam war, he was attacked by both

civil rights

leaders

and

segregationists.

Representative

0. C. Fisher of Texas called for King's indictment under the
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Selective Service Act.5
The widespread bias against those who were unconventional
conscientious objectors,
Roman

Catholics

Quakers,

moral and ethical objectors,

or Presbyterians

led to denials

punitive sentences.

of

claims,

or just

instead of Mennonites
convictions

David H. Mitchell,

and

or

overly

III, was sentenced to

five years for ethical convictions that were eventually vindicated in Welsh,

(1970).

Jim Wilson,

a Roman Catholic CO, was

ridiculed by the trial judge for being "immature" and "arrogant." · 72 percent of the convicted were either nonreligious or
from a nonpacifist church.

Seven percent were from pacifist

churches reflecting the change in policy from insistence on
cooperation with Selective Service by traditional peace churches
to permission for active resistance
conference

in 1968,

Mennonite

(Young Friends national

Central Committee

in 1970).

Twenty-one percent were Jehovah's Witnesses.
Successive decisions by the Supreme Court liberalized the
interpretation
non-theists
objectors
Gutknecht

of

"religious training and belief"

(Seeger,
(Welsh,

(1970)

so that

1965) and moral and ethical conscientious
1970)

also qualified.

It was not until

that the practice of drafting protesters ·ahead

of others was ruled unconstitutional.

In the final year of

inductions more CO claims were granted than men were inducted
into the armed forces.

5 Kahn, op. cit., p.BO.
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I expect that the next draft will have just as many problems
as the last.

The most recent regulations published for comment

(December 27,

1985)

continue a trend to limit the rights of

registrants, eliminating due process provisions, or ignoring the
comments

previously submit·ted which identified illegal or

unworkable regulations.6
from young people
conscientious

Every day NISBCO receives documentation

seeking to

establish now their claims as

objectors when inductions and

classification

resume.
The most recent regulations further militarized Selective
Service so that we can expect thousands of peace church young
people who would have cooperated with Selective Service will now
become non-cooperators.?

The long-standing arrangements for

religiously sponsored alternative service projects which were
reaffirmed by Congress in 1971 have been eliminated by Selective
Service.
The churches
Central America,

1

strong opposition to government policy in

coupled with the active cooperation of many

congregations in the sanctuary movement, has alerted young people
to issues they would have ignored.

New positions on

peacemakin~

and opposition to nuclear war are now part of the fabric of
6 See the official comments submitted by NISBCO on the Regulations of
12-27-85· and Form 22 pre-published 1-22-86. Obtainable from the General
Counsel of Selective Service, National Headquarters, Washington, DC 20145.
Or consult NISBCO at Suite 600, 800 18th St, NW, Washington, DC 20006.
7 See "Men and Women Who Dare to Say No," by Mark Becker. Unpublished
manuscript. Becker describes the patterns of Mennonite Resistance to Draft
Registration from 1980 to 1985.
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religious life.

The Roman Catholic Bishops Pastoral Letter on

nuclear weapons is being taught in their schools.

Despite the

fact that those who face an almost certain resumption of conscription during the next decade have grown up since the Vietnam
era,

awareness

of the

issue ·of participation in war is the

highest ever in peacetime.
third Roman Catholic.

NISBCO'~

case load is now about one

At the beginning of the Vietnam era, they

comprised less than one percent of those granted CO status.
The

consideration of motivation should enter into

determination of duration.

the

Those who oppose the conscription

system on conscientious grounds and who will not register should
be

given some

consideration as

the .courts

already have

by

diversion.
Although NISBCO has no policy on sentencing Selective
Service violators, since it

opp~ses

conscription in principle, I

have some suggestions based on our experience.

I can put myself

into the secularized framework of public policy formation.
Certainly,

five years is too long.

more liberal CO requirements,

Other-countries have

and incarceration much ·shorter.

The two countries with comparable rates of incarceration to that
of the United States are more 'liberal, despite the fact that they
are now actively conscripting.
only two years.

In the Soviet Union the sentence

South Africa, which only enacted a provision for

narrowly defined conscientious objection in 1983, imprisons for
up to six years;

but,

even there sentences have been one month
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and for one year.8
Sentences during wartime

should be no longer than the

term of service of the conscript, two years.
the

purpose

service.

to punish and

to deter

During a peacetime draft,

That will satisfy

others who would evade
when no risk of life is

involved for the conscript, arid enlistments are still advertised
for their job and educational value,
maximum.

one year should be the

When only registration is being conducted, as at the

present time, the maximum duration should be four months, which
is the present policy of the parole board.
One of the objectives of sentencing is incapacitation.

It

is hard to see how those who are willing to go to jail for their
beliefs will be stopped from continuing their "crime 11 during the
sentence.

Both Arlo Tatum and Larry Gara served two prison

sentences for their opposition to war and the draft.
When opportunity is provided, I will expand on the topic of
alternatives to incarceration.

I

want now to anticipate that

discussion because it has bearing on the duration of sentences
for conscientious war objectors.
Those of us who have worked for years with conscientious
objectors wonder what

11

rehabilitation 11 means for them.

They want

to continue as farmers in a simple life of non-resistance,
perhaps

to ·continue their

education to

become

doctors

or
and

8 War and Conscience in South Africa, Catholic Institute for International Relations and Pax Christi. 22 Coleman Fields, London Wll, UK. See
also The Reporter for Conscience' Sake, February and Apiil, 1986.
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servants of the poor.9

Would rehabilitation mean that they are

now, influenced by the violence of prison, ready to do violence
to others, to kill on command?
While admiring the wit of the sentence for David Wayte who
served almost six months under house arrest, instead of continuing his work in a home for the aging and in a soup kitchen, I do
not think it accomplished its announced purpose of deterring
other COs from resisting the draft.

Depriving people of the

opportunity to do good for others does punish the CO,

but

~t

certainly will not stop those others who have high motives of
nonviolence and love for others from linking them to opposition
to killing others in war.

When Andy.Mager was sentenced in 1985

for refusing to register for the draft, other young men, who had
listened to his arguments at his trial, then announced their own
public refusal to register for the draft.
My

ideal in sentencing,

would include

a

return to

the

provisions of the 1948 Universal Military Training and Service
Act which provided an absolute
objectors.

exemption for

conscientious

Even Great Britain at the height of World War I I was

able to give exemptions to some COs and require alternative
service of others, and had a much broader definition of conscientious objection, so as to include so called "selective objectors"
and political objectors.
9 The Reporter, Dec. 1985 tells the story of David Fletcher, a military
doctor who has been unable to get his conscientious objector claim processed
by the army. Medical specialists have a disproportionate share of CO claims,
in my experience. That fits the practice in the armed forces of reassigning
those who have sought non-combatant service to the Medical Corps.
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tion among war objectors in prison, now accomplished through a
similarly expanded coalition.
On behalf of NISBCO,

I

address the grading of offenses

committed under the Military Selective Service Act and the
related question of the duration of incarceration.
organization,

the Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors

will be submitting written testimony.
arises,

Our sister

When the opportunity

I hope to talk to you on matters

of alternatives to

incarceration and on the characteristics of offenders.
I

shall begin by sketching out a perspective on the draft

system ( and its

sentencing problems.

It can be argued that

violations of the Military Selective Service Act may be the most
difficult to fit into a rational sentencing scheme.

Since the

initial determination of most of the cases that eventually come
to trial is made by ill-trained or untrained lay boards operating
with rules that are at points demonstrably illegal,
due process guarantees,

or without

it is no surprise that the conviction

rate in these cases is the lowest of all
prosecuted by the Justice Department.1
of inductees were indicted.

classes

of crimes

(By 1972 twelve percent

In 1967 three-fourths of defendants

were convicted, but by 1975 only seventeen percent.)
It is also the most erratically enforced statute on the
books even including that list of absurdities invoked as reasons
1 Lawrence M.Baskir and William A. Strauss, Chance and Circumstance, the
Draft, the War, and the Vietnam Generation. New York, Knopf, 1978. See the
various charts such as Figure 1 on p. 5.
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50 U.S.C.App.462 is an awkwardly drafted prov1s1on. In addition to
defining specific offenses, often in obscure language, it generally
makes it a crime, punishable by imprisonment for up to five years, to
violate any provision of the statute, or regulation or administrative
order issued thereunder.
The principal offenses under section 462 involve failure to register,
or to report for or submit to induction; failure to report for a
physical examination; and failure to keep one's local selective service
board advised of a change of address, or to carry one's sel ec ti ve
service card on his person. Offenses can be committed by persons
subject to the law (e.g., failure to register), officials of the Selective Service System,and other agencies (e. g., false· examination reports), and "outsiders" (e.g., making false statements in behalf of
registrant, or printing counterfeit selective service cards). The
uniform felony classification has led to non-prosecution of many minor
violations. Since the purpose of the statute is primarily to encourage
men to serve in the armed forces (or alternative civilian work programs) rather than put them in jail, the policy of the Selective
Service System and the Department of Justice with respect to registrants
has been to punish principally persistent refusals to serve. The bulk
of prosecutions have therefore been for disobeying orders of a selective
An exception
service board to report for induction or civilian work.
has been the making of false statements, which is generally considered
to warrant prosecution.2

Selective Service

cases became the

prosecutions initiated by Justice in. 1971.

largest category of
For a while,

ted and highly motivated young men were sent to prison.
Many more, 200,000, were charged.

went to jail.

educa3000

A conservative

estimate of 250,000 non-registrants were never charged.
Norman Carlson,
Prisons,

has

the Director of the Federal

been very supportive

objectors in prison,

of a

Bureau of

ministry to the war

and to the successor ministry that COs in

prison helped generate, a ministry to all those who do not have
other visitors.

Still, he has had to deal with the organizing of

the Federal Correctional Institutions by men who would not accept
2

( p. 198)

5

either Wayte was decided on the basis of misrepresentation by the
Government or this new defendant has an impeccable defense.
Despite the opportunity to select for prosecution the most
winnable cases, convictions are well under the 95% rate for index
crimes.

Were all the outstanding cases to be decided for the

government,

the government would still be losing at a rate of

four times the

ave~age.

I have attached a chart of the status of Selective Service
cases as of the end of 1985.
those convicted.
tion,
the

The cha.rt shows the disposition for

There has been wide variation,

some to proba-

others to court ordered community service,

another fined

maximum

so that his

trust fund for

education would be

depleted, another sentenced to four years, twice the sentence for
a violator in the Soviet Union.
Since the introduction of S.1 in the 93rd

Congress, I have

followed the proposed legislation for the reform of the Federal
Criminal Code.

Making a coherent body of law out of two hundred

years of piecemeal legislation has eluded Congress.
too big a

job,

It has been

and the reform is taking place piecemeal.

The

revision of the Military Selective Service Act and its homologization with other

statutes is

the Thurmond version (S.829)

delayed.

I

understand that

of the sequence of bills reforming

the Federal Criminal Code took "the easy way out" for Congress,
or to put it more favorably,
agreement.

the

only feasible

way

to

get

It turned over the complex issue of grading offenses

to the Sentencing Commission.

And here you are.
7

Military Selective Service offenses as a priority concern in
reforming sentencing.
the

Vietnam era,

The wide variation in sentences during

from five years regularly given to black

resisters, to one hour given to a group of Puerto Rican nationalists, promotes disrespect for the law.
The fact that the maximum sentences were given uniformly
to those who contravened other informal norms in the society,
e.g., organizing blacks for equal justice, or organizing anti-war
activity shows that the availability of draconian penalties made
it possible to use the draft law for other repressive purposes.
In 1966, students at the University of Michigan were ordered to
induction when they protested the war.

Walter

Collins,

a

graduate student and organizer for the Southern Conference Educational Fund,
years.

CO claim and

While in prison he was not credited

though he
library.

was denied his

sentenced to five
~ith

tutored other prisoners and helped

good time, even
organize

the

Cleveland C. Sellers, a founder and national officer of

the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, was similarly
indicted and sentenced to five years.
Jr.,

When Martin Luther King,

urged an end to the Vietnam.war, he was attacked by both

civil rights

leaders

and

segregationists.

Representative

0. C. Fisher of Texas called ·for King's indictment under the
Selective Service Act.5
The widespread bias against those who were unconventional
conscientious objectors, moral and ethical objectors,
5 Kahn, op. cit., p.80.
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or just

.!

or deterrent effect of the sentences became virtually meaningless.
Many of those convicted were victims of the failure of the
Selective Service System to process claims properly.

Sometimes

the problem was in bias against conscientious objectors,
times the bias was racial.

some-

In the Cassius Clay case the local

board clerk boasted that they had never allowed a conscientious
objector claim.

Arthur Burkhart Banks ·was convicted after his

local Georgia draft board rejected his CO claim.

Banks was well

kriown in New York City for his off-Broadway portrayal of Frederick Webster Douglass; but that did not cut much ice in the heat
of prejudice in Georgia.
It was the same in other parts of the country.

Weldon

Lodwick was convicted in Pittsburgh when his defense, a conscien~iotis

objection that was supported by the official teaching of

the Presbyterian Church about justifiable war, was ruled as not
qualifying under Section 6(j) of the Act.
·Britain, Australia,

or the Netherlands,

defense would have qualified.

Had Lodwick been in
or West Germany,

his

The judge acknowledged Lodwick's

sincerity and conscientiousness, ··and sentenced him to probation
for two years to continue teaching mathematics at Boggs Academy
in Keysville, Georgia.

The state then .withdrew his teaching

certificate because he was a felon,
from the school since its

mathem~tics

and withdrew accreditation
department was now headed

by an uncertifiable teacher.
The Sentencing Commission should consider the grading of

9

Roman

Catholics

Quakers,

or Presbyterians instead of Mennonites

led to denials

punitive sentences.

of claims,

convictions

David H. Mitchell,

and

or

overly

III, was sentenced to

five years for ethical convictions that were eventually vindicated in W.elsh,

( 1970).

Jim Wilson,

ridiculed by the .trial judge for
gant."

a Roman Catholic CO, was

be~ng

"immature" and "arro-

72 percent of the convicted were either nonreligious or

from a nonpacifist church.

Seven percent were from pacifist

churches reflecting the change in policy from insistence on
cooperation with Selective Service by traditional peace churches
to permission for active resistance
conference

in 1968,

Mennonite

(Young Friends national

Central Committee in 1970).

Twenty-one percent were Jehovah's Witnesses.
Successive decisions by the Supreme Court liberalized the
interpretation of
non-the~sts

objectors

"religious training and belief"

so that

(Seeger, 1965) and moral and ethical conscientious

(Welsh,

Gutknecht (1970)

1970)

also qualified.

It was not until

that the practice of drafting protesters ahead

of others was ruled unconstitutional.

In the final year .of

inductions more CO claims were granted than men were inducted
into the armed forces.
I expect that the next draft will have just as many problems
as the last.
(December 27,

The most recent regulations published for comment
1985)

continue a trend to limit the rights of

registrants, eliminating due process provisions, or ignoring the
comments

previously submitted which identified illegal or
11

highest ever in peacetime.
third Roman Catholic.

NISBCO's case load is now about one

At the beginning of the Vietnam era,

they

comprised less than one percent of those granted CO status.
The

consideration

of motivation

determination of duration.

should

enter

into

the

Those who oppose the conscription

system on conscientious grounds and who will not register should
be

given

some

consideration as

the

courts

already have

by

diversion.
Although

NISBCO has

no

policy on

sentencing Selective

Service violators, since it oppdses conscription in principle,
have some suggestions based on our experience.

I

I can put myself

into the secularized framework of public policy formation;
Certainly,

five years

more liberal CO requirements,

is too long.

Other countries have

and incarceration much shorter.

The two countries with comparable rates of incarceration to that
of the United States are more liberal, despite the fact that they
are now actively conscripting.

In the Soviet Union sentences

are only two years (maximum of three).

South Africa, which only

enacted a provision for narrowly defined conscientious objection
in 1983, imprisons for up to six years; but, even there sentences
have been one month and for one year.8
Sentences

during wartime

should be

no

longer

than

the

term of service of the conscript, two years.

That will satisfy

the

who

purpose

to

punish and

to

deter

others

would

evade

8 War and Conscience in South Africa, Catholic Institute for International Relations and Pax Christi. 22 Coleman Fields, London Wll, UK. See ·
also The Reporter for Conscience' Sake, February and April, 1986.
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served almost six months under house arrest, instead of continuing his work in a home for the aging and in a soup kitchen, I do
not think it accomplished its announced purpose of deterring
other COs from resisting the draft.

Depriving people of the

opportunity to do good for others does punish the CO, but it
certainly will not stop those others who have high motives of
nonviolence and love for others from linking them to opposition
to killing others in war.

When Andy Mager was sentenced in 1985

for refusing to register for the draft, other young men, who had
listened to his arguments at his trial, then announced their own
public refusal to register for the draft.
My ideal in sentencing,

would include a

return

to

the

provisions of the 1948 Universal Military Training and Service
Act which provided an absolute
objectors.

exemption for

conscientious

Even Great Britain at the height of World War II was

able to give exemptions to some COs and require alternative
service of others, and had a much broader definition of conscientious objection, so as to include so called "selective objectors"
and political objectors.
Absent a

change in the law,

the sentencing judge should

determine sincerity (the trial would not have had a de novo
review of the determination of Selective Service on the conscientious objection claim, or the defendant may have taken a position
outside the narrow provisions of current Selective Service law).
Then a probationary sentence,

depending upon the grading of the

offense correlated with whether the offense was committed in time

15

I

am L. William Yelton,

the Executive Director of the National

Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious Objectors
BCO).

(NIS-

I am a Presbyterian minister who has been a pastor, campus

minister,
school.

church administrator,

and

a

teacher

in divinity

During the Vietnam era when I was the denominational

Secretary for Conscience and War,

I was also the chair of the

Interfaith Committee on Draft and Military Information,
chair of Prisoner Visitation and Support.

and the

I am also on the board

of the Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors.
NISBCO

is a

coalition of thirty-four

religious

bodies

organized to defend and extend rights of conscientious objectors.

The coalition includes the Synagogue Council of America,

the U.S. Catholic Conference,

most of the denominations in the

National Council of Churches such as Presbyterians,
and Methodists,

and the historic

fied as Mennonites,
Friends.

Brethren,

pea~e

Lutherans,

churches usually identi-

and the Religious Societies of

Such an unusually broad coalition is maintained in part

by the narrow focus of concern,

the support of conscience and

opposition to war.
In addition to the primary activity of counseling and
information, NISBCO also represents its constituents' interest to
the

government

and monitors developments

objection and conscription.
NISBCO has

in conscientious

In the course of this activity

become an expert in conscription law and on the

situation of conscientious objectors in the armed forces.

Since

the second World War, NISBCO has organized and conducted visita-

2

to revise the crimin al code: interf ering with a carrie r pigeon
,
accos ting a woman on a river boat, and so forth.
just not

enfor ced.

The draft law is not

The latter are

enfor ced

justly .

Prose cution of MSSA infrac tions depend s on the politi cal clima
te,
the whim of prose cutors as well as Justic e's policy ,

the great

variet y of offend ers, the politi cs of appoin tments of volun
teers
to Selec tive Servi ce,

the degre e of sensi tivity to issues of

consci ence and justic e which the prese nt milit ary offic ers
in
comma nd of the Selec tive Servic e System have develo ped, and
on
the vagar ies of politi cs around hot and cold wars.
Offen ses comm itted under the act vary widely accord ing to
the chara cter and positi on of the offend ers.

The highly princ i-

pled religi ous man may openl y refuse induc tion for consc ience
sake;

others exped iently evaded the draft by falsif ying medic al

record s;

some did not appea r for a physi cal exami nation becau se

it wasn' t conve nient; many ignore d with impun ity the requir ement
to repor t their curren t addres s (my guess is that 20 perce nt
of
regist rants are alway s in viola tion) ;

and,

the viola tions by

Selec tive Servic e employ ed and volun teer person nel such as
the
local board clerk who boaste d of never allowi ng a CO claim
were
not prose cuted .

The Act,

the Regul ations and the accom panyin g

admin istrat ive instru ction s did not help to make sense
of a
situa tion in which the penal ty at sectio n 12 punish ed everyo
ne
alike.
The Repor t of the Comm ittee on the Judic iary, U. S. Senate, to accom pany S. 1437 aptly descri bed the Milita ry Selec
tive
Servic e Act:

4

the conventional wisdom "to do your own time" but sought to
improve the conditions of others.

Danbury,

for instance,

was

tied up in a strike organized by the war objectors around work
conditions.3
Though there is no authority for inductions at this moment,
prosecutions are proceeding sporadically against non-registrants.
Justice has had over 200,000 cases turned over from Selective Service for investigation.

As of the last accounting,

148

have been disposed of.
Of the twenty prosecutions there have been four dismissals,
one of the prosecutions was against a Laotian immigrant who did
not

understand

English,

and when registration was finally

explained to him he complied, but it counts as a conviction.

The

case of a conscientious objector was dismissed when it was shown
that the government had all the information necessary to constructively register him without his signature on the card, which
had been his position all along.

The most recent prosecution is

of a young man who tried unsuccessfully to enlist on six cecasions, and had consistently failed the qualifying examination,
and who has registered.4

Given the Solicitor General's account

of the "beg" policy in Selective Service prosecutions in his
argument before the Supreme Court which was the basis for the
determination that there is no policy of selective prosecution,
3
1986.

Stephen M. Kohn, Jailed for Peace.
p. 82-85.

Westport, Conn., Greenwood Press,

4 The Reporter for Conscience'Sake, NISBCO, March, 1986.
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Beginning with S. 1431

in the 95th Congress

(1977)

all

proposed reforms of the U.S. Criminal Code undertook a reform of
sentencing embodying a

system of grading the

offenses and

correlating that grading to the sentencing provisions.
respect to Selective Service law violations,

With

the offenses were

graded Felony D, Felony E, and Misdemeanor A.

The classifica-·

tiori was differentiated according to whether or not the offense
was committed in time of war or national defense emergency,
during a peacetime draft, or at all other times.
tion has

been made for

committed under the Act.

the varieties
Many acts,

No differentia-

of offenses

that

are

such as failure to follow

the regulations of the system, are punishable but usually not
prosecuted, partly because the penalty is not discrete for these
offenses, but principally because the system has no incentive to
report.on itself.
The sentencing limit for offenses against the Selective
Service act is now a maximum of five years imprisonment and/or
$250,000 fine, up from a maximum of $10,000 since the Comprehensive Crime Control Act.

This punishment is an improvement over

the conditions of World War I, when seventeen objectors died in
prison of abuse suffered under the hands of the military guards.
We have become more enlightened.
In 1971, the violators of the Military Selective Service Act
were the largest category of crimes reported by the Justice
Department. Since prosecutions dragged on until the Ford amnesty
in 1974 and the inductions had ceased since 1972, the exemplary,
8

unworkable regulations.6
from young people

Every day NISBCO receives documentation

seeking to

establish now their

conscientious objectors when inductions and

claims as

classification

resume.
The most recent regulations further militarized Selective
Service so that we can expect thousands of peace church young
people who would have cooperated with Selective Service will now
become non-cooperators.?

The long-standing arrangements for

religiously sponsored alternative service projects which were
reaffirmed by Congress in 1971 have been eliminated by Selective
Service.
The churches'
Central America,

strong opposition to government policy in

coupled with the active cooperation of many

congregations in the sanctuary movement, has alerted young people
to issues they would have ignored.

New positions on peacemaking

and opposition to nuclear war are now part of the fabric of
religious life.

The Roman Catholic Bishops'

Pastoral Letter on

nuclear weapons is being taught in their schools.

Despite the

fact that those who face an almost certain resumption of conscription during the next decade have grown up since the Vietnam
era,

awareness of the

issue

of participation in war is

the

6 See the official comments submitted by NISBCO on the Regulations of
12-27-85 and Form 22 pre-published 1-22-86. Obtainable from the General
Counsel of Selective Service, National Headquarters, Washington, DC 20145.
Or consult NISBCO at Suite 600, 800 18th St, NW, Washington, DC 20006.
7 See "Men and Women Who Dare to Say No," by Mark Becker. Unpublished
manuscript. Becker describes the patterns of Mennonite Resistance to Draft
Registration from 1980 to 1985.
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service.

During a peacetime draft,

when no risk of life is

involved for the conscript, and enlistments
for their job and educational value,
maximum.

ar~

still advertised

one year should be the

When only registration is being conducted,

present time,

as at the

the maximum duration should be four months, which

is the present policy of the parole board.
One of the objectives of sentencing is incapacitation.

It

is hard to see how those who are willing to go to jail for their
beliefs will be stopped from continuing their "crime" during the
sentence.

Both Arlo Tatum and Larry Gara served two prison

sentences for their opposition to war and the draft.
When opportunity is provided, I will expand on the topic of
alternatives to incarceration.

I want now to anticipate that

discussion because it has bearing on the duration of sentences
for conscientious war objectors.
Those of us who have worked for years with conscientious
objectors wonder what "rehabilitation" means

f~r

them.

They want

to continue as farmers in a simple life of non-resistance,
perhaps

to

continue their

servants of the poor.9

education to

become

doctors

or
and

Would rehabilitation mean that they are

now, influenced by the violence of prison,

ready to do violence

to others, to kill on command?
While admiring the wit of the sentence for David Wayte who
9 The Reporter, Dec. 1985 tells the story of David Fletcher, a military
doctor who has been unable to get his conscientious objector claim processed
by the army. Medical specialists have a disproportionate share of CO claims,
in my experience. That fits the practice in the armed forces of reassigning
those who have sought non-combatant service to the Medical Corps.
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of war, during a peacetime draft or during a time of registration
only,

either suspended without supervision,

or to court ordered

community service arranged so that the service interest of the
def~ndant

is

c~nsidered.

(It should be noted that some COs

have v~lid scruples against ~ompelled service.)
circumstances and the times,

Depending on the

such community service might be

fulfilled in part-time or full-time arrangements.

Churches and

other community organizations regularly cooperate with the courts
in finding suitable opportunities for service.
Sentences should not be imposed to punish the exercise of
first

amendment rights

of expression,

nor should sentences

require war objectors to refrain from public speech.

Ample

provision is available to prosecute for "aiding and abetting."
Where the violator was determined to have acted for primarily selfish reasons,
still be followed,
posed.

alternatives

to

incarceration should

though sanctions such as fines may be im-

Most offenses will have been committed when the violator

was nineteen or twenty years of age,

which is the age of the

first priority selection group in the order of call.

The first

failure to register would have occurred at age eighteen, and the
principles or- youthful offender treatment should be observed.
Only in cases of aggravating factors such as deceit and personal
gain should the sanctions include significant loss of personal
liberty~
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Nonregistrants Given Widely Varying Sentences
NON REGISTRANT

DATE
OF
INDICTMENT

LOCATION

SENTENCE

CURRENT STATUS

Gary Eklund

9/1/82

Iowa

2 yrs. in prison

released after 4 Y2 months

Enten Eller

7/1/82

Virginia

2 yrs. community service

completed sentence

Charles Epp

9/221831

Kansas

none

charges dropped,CO
acknowledged

Russ Ford

7/30/82

Conn.

30 days jail (time served while
awaiting trial)

completed sentence

Indiana

2 yrs communjty service,
$1,500 fine

plead guilty before indictment,
serving sentence

Jon Harshbarger ,.

arraigned
9130/85

Ed Hasbrouck

10/6/82

Mass.

6 months prison

released after 4 Y2 months

Paul Jacob

9/23/82

Arkansas

6 mo. prison,
4112 years suspended

released after 5 months

Gillam Kerley

9/9182

Wisconsin

Andy Mager

8/22/84

New York

6 months prison,
2112 years suspended

completed sentence

Phetsamay
Maokham Phio

12/13/84

Louisiana

none

registered, charges dropped

Rusty Martin

10/5/82

Iowa

Sam Matthews

3/10/83

Indiana

1 year and 1 day

released after 2 mo.

Michael McMillan

9/1/82

Wisconsin

none

registered, charges dropped

Dan Rutt

1120/83

Michigan

Ben Sasway

6/30/82

Calif.

2112 years prison

Steve Schlossberg

10/3/83

none

registered, SSS acknowledged
CO claim, charges dropped

Mark Schmucker

7/22/82

Ohio

3 years probation, including 2
yrs. community service and
$4,000 fine

served part of sentence; District
Court hearing arguments on
selective prosecution

Kendall Warkentine

9/22/82

2 yrs unsupervised probation

registered as CO

David Wayte

7/22/82

6 mo. house arrest barred from
community service in those 6
months

serving sentence

Kansas
Calif.

gov't. is appealing district
judge's dismissal of case

$10,000 Fine, attend 2 naturaliza. tion ceremonies, register

completing sentence

judge waiting result of
Schmucker
released after 4 Y2 months

The sentencing of David Wayte highlighted the wide variety of sentences that have been given to convicted nonregistrants.
We thought REPORTER readers might like to have an overview of the current status of indicted nooregistrants. This is a c;hart ·
that was developed by Ann Clark and updated by Chuck Epp.
*Information was current as of December 10, 1985.
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PATRICK B.

MCGUIGAN

Judge Wilkins and members of the Sentencing Commission, I appreciate
this opportunity to present my views on some of the important issues
you face as you develop firm, effective sentencing guidelines for the
federal system.
The Institute for Government and Politics is a division of the Free
Congress Research and Education Foundation, a public policy research organization based here in the nation's capital.

Since 1980, I have been Director

of the Judicial Reform Project, one of the activities of the Institute.

We

have published several books on legal policy questions, including two books
specifically on criminal justice issues.

A third book in this area, Crime and

Punishment in Modern America, will be released this summer.

O~viously,

the

work of the U.S. Sentencing Commission is of vital importance to our organization
and to the thousands of Americans who support our research activities.
It is important for me to begin by stressing a point I have raised in
earlier correspondence with one member of the Connnission.

Specifically, it

seems to me that the Commission·is taking an incorrect approach to its agenda.
Your first step should not be to collect hordes of data or factors, but rather
to decide policy.

Moreover~·

be appropriately limited.

it is crucial that your policy-making decisions

The kind of sample cases you sent me are not so

much illustrative of the problems you face, or of the decisions you should be
making, as they are instead of a flawed approach.
The very nature of the data-collection process you are apparently undertaking represents a hidden policy agenda that I believe is antithetical to the
oth~r

purposes of the Commission as I

and I believe many

supporters of the

Comprehensive Crime Control Act

understood those purposes.

The primary goal of the Commission should be to establish sentencing
guidel~nes

designed, first and foremost, to promote Truth in Sentencing as a
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policy goal.

The.Arnerican people deserve to have a sentencing policy which

is open and known -- and understood -- and not a sentencing policy masked by
sociological gobbledygook.

It sounds to me as if you are lookirtg at masses
criteria.

of complicated -- and thoroughly irrelevant

As Jack Kress puts

it in his seminal book, Prescription for Justicet the central purpose of
sentencing guidelines "is to open a system too long shielded from public
scrutiny."
It does not appear to me that your functional conunittee structure
facilitates that central purpose.

Rather, it allows, and even encourages, a

mindset that gives great weight to issues of relative insignificance.

Indeed,

I note that not one of your several committees even mentions the primary issue
of underlying and consistent policy-setting.
Moreover, I find astonishing the time-consuming and incredibly costly
data collection process the Commission appears to be undertaking.

From your

earlier communications to me, one might assume that no previous work has been
done in collecting lists of factors or ranking offenses.

To the contrary,

literally millions of tax dollars -- most of it at the federal level -- has
already been expended to these same ends.

The Commission can successfully

meet the "tight" deadlines it has and, furthermore, save the

law-abid~ng

taxpayers

enormous sums of money by reviewing the data and legislation already in
hand.
There is simply no need for you to waste money in a period of already
excessive federal spending.
already existing state and

The Commission should, instead, learn from the
l~cal

sentencing guidelines systems.

The

Commissioners can build upon the models of intelligent and successful programs -and learn from the errors already made.
As one important example of the latter, the Conunission must avoid the
gross error made in Minnesota, where that Commission implicitly decided that
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providin g larger living quarters for serious felony offender s was more
importan t that protectin g decent citizens from criminal predators.~
For all intents and purposes , Minnesot a adopted a purely "just deserts"
in the
model, with no concern for deterren ce, crime control or public safety
formation of sentencin g guidelin es.

This approach is absolute ly antithet ical

1N..tkS .

to everythin g Congress believed when it passed the legislati on •

./\

is
(As an aside, I might also stress that the existing Parole Commission
invalid as a model for the

u.s.

Sentencin g Commiss ion's work.

Leave the

determin ation of moral blamewo rthiness, justice for the offender and other
aspects of "just deserts" theory to the Almighty .

Your job is to develop

the punishme nt
sentencin g guidelin es designed to promote deterren ce of crime through
,~frankly,

of criminal s.)
this sort of thing is starting to get obscene.

American s communic ated quite

effectiv ely in 1984 their determin ation that criminal s be incarcer ated.

It

Act
will be a tragedy if those who describe d the Comprehe nsive Crime Control
of 1984 as "dead on arrival" in the House of Represen tatives wind up being
the ones who manage and implemen t its provisio ns.

The mentality that ferrets

goals
out rehabili tationis t minutiae instead of concentr ating on central policy
lead the Commission to repeat just such errors in its work, should the
Commissi oners proceed on the path they are already followin g.
Now,

plsc~d

in this context, I can deal with the specific concerns you
The topic of this hearing is the ranking of offenses

asked me to address.
by seriousn ess.

While your role in this area is crucial, 1 also believe it

to be sharply limited.

Congress uniquely placed this Commission within the

judicial branch for a reason.

You are not to legislat e.

As 1 see it, this

is not a matter of choice -- it is a constitu tional imperati ve.
criminal code

~~ates

The federal

the policy of the judicial and legislati ve branches of

those
the governme nt -- and your limited and proper function is not to redefine
the
roles by even your most brillian t insights , or even by a consensu s of
law
many "experts " whom you may ask to rank order offense scenario s. -These
school hypothet ical& may be fun

to play with, and will doubtles s provide days

they
of entertain ing and intellec tually engaging activity for your staff, but
are not what your task is about.
Your first task in ranking offense seriousn ess is to go to the criminal
in
code and ascertain how Congress has prelimin arily rank-ord ered the offense
question .

Then, and only then, should you try to

between the code provisio ns.

fl~sh

out the interstic es

I. for example, would probably opt for a generic

by
ranking of crimes, putting crimes against the individu al first, followed
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crimes against the state (among which I would include drug offenses) and
then crimes against property (among which I would count most of the so-called
white collar crimes).

But, should my ranking-- even.if my views are

accompanied _by those of numerous "experts"
much as that of a congression al enactment?

really matter anywhere near as
Of course not.

Yet, your

methodology is leading you down this slippery slope with ease.
Indeed, I note with some shock that this most basic separation and
allocation of powers question is not even asked!

Instead, the questions you

do ask virtually assume the propriety of ignoring legislative

~nactments.

Obviously, if not asked to address this, most of your respondents will not
answer it; this appears to me to be a major methodolog ical flaw.
that this was merely

ac~idental.

Frankly, given

I hope

the direction in which

the Commission seems determined to head, I wonder.
Surely, for example, your bank robbery hypothetica l is already addressed
by the criminal code.

I am not a legal authority, but most statutes of which

I am aware address the issue of danger to the public more than they do the
fortune of the robber (mn terms of how much he or she gets away with).

Given

my own predilectio ns, I certainly regard weapon use and harm to the citizen as
far more important than the amount taken-- don't you?
Your question concerning the matching of sanctions as against crimes is
incomprehen sible in isolation.
it.

Until you set policy, you simply cannot answer

Assuming the primacy of protecting the public,

~can

answer the question,
A

but otherwise none of your respondents will be talking the same language.
Marxist concerned with state monopoly of property would give an altogether
different response, as would anyone more concerned with redistribut ion of
wealth than with the reduction of violent crimes.
As to the questionnai re, I am attaching my rank-ordere d response.
emphasize, however, the reluctance with which I do this because

I
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this methodology can only result in spurious interpretation; it begs the
most important questions and contains numerous and very dubious assumptions.
Perhaps the most glaring -- and I dare say, outrageous -- methodological
flaw in this assignment is the hidden assumption of equal spacing between the
ranks.

The most immense gaps will be viewed as equal in this analysis, unless

your research staff decides to interpolate their own biases into the results.
A second, and equally hidden, flaw is how these examples were chosen.
You concede they are not representative and yet they will clearly be treated
as such in discussion.

Among the many important questions begged by these

choices is whether or not this Commission's task is to create a working
guidelines system for the federal courts or whether, instead, your task is to
put forward a national "model" virtually ignoring the fact of the uniqueness
of the federal caseload.

While the Commission's work will undoubtedly be

closely monitored by concerned individuals in the various states, I opt for
the former approach -- because my federalist leanings tell me the "models"
already exist in the states.
question?

But again, why do I have to draw out this basic

Why, instead, do you not yourself address it as of first importance?

The approach you have taken will have you constantly reinventing the wheel and
going over the same ground ad nauseum.
I urge the Commission to restructure and reorganize its approach to these
questions sothat you may meet your time schedule, reduce your expenditures, and
most importantly meet the goals assigned by both the Congress which created
you and the President who appointed you.
Thank you for this opportunity to address you.

OFFENSE SERIOU SNESS QUESTIONNAIRE

crime
sixtee n
prese nts
questi onnai re
This
INSTRU CTION S:
.
sness
seriou
of
order
in
scena rios which you are asked to rank
of
sness
seriou
ve
relati
the
In the box beside each, please rank
seriou s and
the offens e from 1 to 16, numbe r 1 being the most
those
among
s
seriou
least
deem
you
the · offens e
16
numbe r
a
with
e
offens
each
te
entia
Please attem pt to differ
presen ted.
two
on
i
in
p
o
your
in
,
r
e
v
howe
,
I f
u n i que r an k from 1 to 1 6 .
you may assign
offens es are essen tially ident ical in seriou sness ,
In that case,
5).
le,
examp
(for
es
the same numbe r to both offens
but rather
(6),
ce
sequen
the
in
do not assign the next numbe r
.
sness
seriou
in
s
follow
assign 7 to the offens e that
provid ed on
You may write in additi onal comme nts in the space
,
Please indica te your name, organ izatio nal ·affil iation
page 4.
and the organ izatio n's addres s and phone numbe r.
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A.

The report ed head -of an organ ized ~rime family
is found guilty of racke teerin g in a corru pt
The predic ate offens es
organ izatio n (RICO ).
and frauds .
crimes
t
violen
ed
involv

B.

A chemi cal corpo ration 's valua ble machi nery
will be damag ed unless toxic chemi cals are
The chemi cals pose no
releas ed into a stream .
appro val by the
After
life.
human
to
risk
no
compa ny's board of direc tors, the plant manag er
releas es the chemi cals which kills a substa nThe corpo ration is contial numbe r of fish.
victed of a felony for pollu ting.t he enviro nment.

c.

An estran ged husban d is convi cted of first
degree murde r for shooti ng his wife at her
place of employ ment in a federa l buildi ng.

D.

A draft evade r is convi cted after a presid ential
order suspen ding the draft, though the evasio n
took place prior to the suspen sion order .

E.

An Assis tant Secre tary of Defen se is convi cted
of ac~epting a $10,00 0 bribe from a bidde r on
a multi millio n dollar defens e contr act in which
the bidde r is awarde d the contra ct over an
equal ly qualif ied and priced bidde r.

F.

A person enters a bank and hands a teller a note
which says "Give me cash or you're in big
The teller fills a sack wit~ $10,00 0.
troub le."
The offend er did not have a weapo n.

G.

H.

A bank teller is caugh t embez zling $10,00 0 from
a federa l bank at a time when a numbe r of unsolved embez zlemen ts have been report ed around
the count ry.
A govern ment employ ee takes and sells sever al
docum ents to the Sovie t Union during peace time.
The docum ents revea l techn ical detail s about
defens e system s which now must be altere d at a
cost of $15. millio n.

lL_
_j__

-3I .

A Coast Guard inspection of a boat at sea
heading into Miami leads to the conviction
of the captain for possession with intent
to distribute heroin with a street value of
$15 million.

J.

A hiker in a national forest shoots at a forest
ranger, but misses.

K.

A wholesale ~utomobile dealer is convicted
of altering odometers on the used cars he
sold.
It is documented that he altered
odometers on over 200 automobiles with the
average "roll back" being 50,000 miles per
car.

L.

The president of a small college is convicted
of making false statements to the department
of education so that the financially troubled
school could receive assistance through
federal financial programs.
A total of
$750,000 was illegally received by th~ school
through this fraud.

M.

A camper is convicted for camping in a federal
park without a permit and starting a campfire
which resulted in a forest fire.
The fire was
brought under control rather quickly without
extensive destruction.

N.

An elderly woman receives her deceased
husband's social security check for
several months after his death.
She
forges his name and ther~by receives
$3,000 worth of undeserved benefits before
being detected.

s-

----

G
(_Q

J__~
_

_LJ

0.

An individual with a prior felony record
buys a .410 gauge shotgun from a hardware
store.
In the process he signs the required
federal forms wherein he swears that he has
never been convicted of a crime.
He is
convicted· of receipt of a firearm by a felon
and falsely completing the form.

P.

A person intentionally perjures himself during
the trial of a friend by testifying falsely about \
the defendant's whereabouts during the commission ___
of a crime.
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Judge Wilkins and members of the Sentencing Commission, I appreciate
this opportunity to ·present my views on some of the important issues
you face as 'you -develop firm, effective seritehcing guidelines for the
federal system.
The Institute for Government and Politics is a division of the Free
Congress Research and Education Foundation, a publ-ic policy research organization based here in the nation's capital.

Since 1980, I have been Director

of the Judicial Reform Project, one of the activities of the Institute.
have published several books on

l~gal

We

policy questions, including two books

specifically on criminal justice issues.

A third book in this. area, Crime and

Punishment in Modern America, will be released this summer.

Obviously, the

work of the U.S. Sentencing Commission is of vital importance to our organization
and to the thousands of Americans who support our research activities.
It is important for me to begin by stressing a point I have raised in
earlier correspondence ·with one member of the Connnission.

Specifically, it

seems to me that the Commission is taking an· incorrect· appnoach to its agenda.
Your first

st~p

should not be to collect hordes of data or factors, but. rather

to decide policy.

Moreover~·

be appropriately limited.

it is crucial that your policy-making decisions

The kind of sample cases you sent me are not so

much illustrative of the problems you face, or of the decisions you should be
making, as they are instead of a flawed approach.
The very nature of the data-collection process you are apparently undertaking represents a hidden policy agenda that I believe is antithetical to the
purposes of the Commission as I

and I·believe many other supporters of the

Comprehensive Crime Control Act

understood those purposes.

The primary goal of the Commission should be to establish sentencing
guidelines designed, first and foremost, to promote Truth in Sentencing as a
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policy goal.

The American people deserve to have a sentencing policy which

is open and known

~-

and understood -- and not a sentencing policy masked by

sociological gobbledygook.

It sounds to me as if _you are looking at masses
criteria.

of complicated-- and thoroughly irrelevant

As Jack Kress puts

it ·in his seminal book, Prescription for Just.ice, the central purpose of
sentencing guidelines "is to open a system too long shielded from public
scrutiny."
It does not appear to me that your functional committee structure
facilitates that central purpose.

Rather, it allows, and even encourages, a

mindset that gives great weight to issues of relative insignificance.

Indeed,

I note that not one of your several committees even mentions the primary issue
of underlying and consistent policy-setting.
Moreover, I find astonishing the time-consuming and incredibly costly
data collection·process the Commission appears to be undertaking.

From your

earlier communications to me, one might assume that no previous work has been
done in collecting lists of factors or ranking offenses.

To the contrary,

literally millions of tax dollars -- most of it at the federal
already been expended to these same ends.

~evel

-- has

The Commission can successfully

meet the "tight" deadlines it has and, furthermore, save the law-abiding taxpayers
enormous sums of money by reviewing the data and legislation already in
hand.
There is simply no need for you to waste money in a period of already
excessive federal spending.

The Commission should, instead, learn from the

already existing state and local sentencing guidelines systems.

The

Commissioners can build upon the models of intelligent and successful programs -and learn from the errors already made.
As one important example of the latter, the Commission must avoid the
gross error mad.e in Minnesota, where that Commission implicitly decided that
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providing larger living quarters for serious felony offenders was more
important that protecting decent citizens from criminal predators.
this sort of thing is starting to get obscene.

Frankly,

Americans communicated quite

effectively in 1984 their determination that criminals be incarcerated.

It

will be a tragedy if those who described the ·Comprehensive Crime Control Act
of 1984 as "dead on arrival" in the House of Representatives wind up being
the ones who manage and implement its provisions.

The mentality that ferrets

out rehabilitationist minutiae instead of concentrating on central-policy goals
may lead the Commission to repeat just such errors in its work, should the
Commissioners proceed on the path they are already

~allowing.

Now, placed in this context, I can deal with the specific concerns you
asked me to address.
by seriousness.

The topic of this hearing is the ranking of offenses

While your role in this area is crucial, I also believe it

to be sharply limited.

Congress uniquely placed this Commission "Tithin the

judicial branch for a reason.

You are not to

legislate·.-~~

As I see it,; this

is not a matter of choice -- it is a constitutional imperative.

The federal

criminal code states the policy of the judicial and legislative branches of
the government --and your limited and proper function is·not to redefine those
roles by even your most brilliant insights,

o~

even by a consensus of the

many "experts" whom you may ask to rank order offense scenarios.
school hypotheticals may be fun

These law

to play with, and will doubtless provide days

of entertaining and intellectually engaging activity for your staff, but they
are not what your task is about.
Your first task in ranking offense seriousness is to go to the criminal
code and ascertain how Congress has preliminarily rank-ordered the offense in
question.

Then, and only then, should you· try to flesh out the interstices

between the code provisions.

I, for example, would probably opt for a generic

ranking of crimes, putting crimes against the individual first, followed by

')
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crimes against the stat·e (among which I would include drug offenses) and
then crimes against property (among which I would count most of the so-called
white collar crimes). ·But, should my ranking-- even if my views are
accompanied by those of numerous "experts" -- really matter anywhere near as
much as that of a congressional enactment?

Of course not.

Yet, ·your

methodology is ·leading you down this slippery slope with ease.
Indeed, I note with some shock that this most basic separation arid
allocation of powers question is not even asked!

Instead, .the questions you

do ask virtually assume the propriety of ignoring legislative enactments.
Obviously, if not asked to address ··this, most of your respondents. will not
answer it; this appears to me to be a major methodological flaw.
that this was merely accidental.
---. -

Frankly,

~iveti-~

I hope

the direction in which

the Commission seems determined to head, I wonder.
Surely, for example, your bank robbery hypothetical is already addressed
by the criminal code.

I am not a legal authority, but most statutes of which

I am aware address the issue of danger to the public more than they do the
fortune of the robber

.(illn·:~terms

of how much he or she gets away with).

Given

mY own predilections, I certainly regard weapon use and harm to the citizen as
far more important than the amount taken

don't you?

Your question concerning the matching of sanctions as against crimes is·
incomprehensible in isolation•
it.

Until you set policy, you simply cannot answer

Assuming the primacy of protecting the public, I can answer the question,

but otherwise none of your respond~n_ts will be talking the same language.

A

Marxist concerned with state monopoly of property would give an altogether
different response, as would anyone more concerned with redistribution of
wealth than with the reduction of violent crimes.
As to the questionnaire, I am attaching my rank-ordered response.
emphasize, however, the reluctance with which I do this because

I
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this methodology can only result in spurious interpretation; it begs the
most important questions and contains numerous and very dubious assumptions.
Perhaps the most glaring -- and I dare say, outrageousr:-- methodological
flaw in this assignment is the hidden assumption of equal spacing between the
ranks.

The most immense gaps will be viewed as equal in this analysis, unless

your research staff decides to interpolate their own biases into the results.
A second, and equally hidden, flaw is how these examples were chosen.
You concede they are not
as such in discussion.

rep~esentative

and yet they will clearly be treated

Among the many important questions· begg.ed by these

choices is whether or not this Commission's task is to create a working
guidelines. system for the federal courts or whether, instead, your task is to
put forward a national "model" virtually ignoring the fact of the uniqueness
of the federal caseload.

While the Commission's work will undoubtedly be

closely monitored by concerned. individuals in the various states, I opt for
the former approach -- because my federal·ist leanings tell me the "models"
already exist in the states.
question?

But again, why do I have to draw out this basic

Why, instead, do you not yourself address it as. ·of first importance?

The approach you have taken will have you constantly reinventing the wheel and
going over the same ground ad nauseum.
I urge the Commission to restructure and reorganize its approach to these
questions so that you may meet your time schedule, reduce your. expenditures, and
most importantly meet the goals assigned by both the Congress which created
you and the President who appointed you.
Thank you for this opportunity to address you.

OFFENSE SERIOUSNESS QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS:
This
questionnaire
.presents
sixteen
crime
scenarios which you are asked to rank in order of seriousness.
In the box beside each, please rank the relative seriousness of
the offense from 1 to 16, number 1 being the most serious and
number
16
the
offense
you
deem
least
serious
among
those
presented.
Please attempt to differentiate each offense with a
unique rank from 1 to 16.
If, however, in your opinion two
offenses are essentially identical in seriousness, you may assign
the same number to both offenses (for example, 5).
In that case,
do not assign the next number in the sequence (6), but rather
assign 7 to the offense that follows in seriousness.
You may write in additional comments in the space provided on
page 4.
Please indicate your name, organizational affiliation,
and the organization's address and phone number.
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A.

B.

The reported head of an organized crime family
is found guilty of racketeering in a corrupt
organization (RICO).
The predicate offenses
involved violent crimes and frauds.
A chemical corporation's valuable machinery
will be damaged unless toxic chemicals are
released into a stream.
The chemicals pose no
no risk to human life.
After approval by the
company's board of directors, the plant manager
releases the chemicals which kills a substantial number of fish.
The corporation is convicted of a felony for polluting the environment.

c.

An estranged husband is convicted of first
degre~ murder for shooting his wife at her
place of employment in a federal building.

D.

A draft evader is convicted after a presidential
order suspending the draft, though the evasion
took place prior to the suspension order.

E.

An Assistant Secretary of Defense is convicted
of accepting a $10,000 bribe from a bidder on
a multimillion dollar defense contract in which
the bidder is awarded the contract over an
equally qualified and priced bidder.

F.

A person enters a bank and hands a teller a note
which says "Give me cash or you're in big
trouble."
The teller fills a sack with $10,000.
The offender did not have a weapon.

G.

A bank teller is caught embezzling $10,000 from
a federal bank at a time when a number of unsolved embezzlements have been reported around
the country.

H.

A government employee takes and sells several
documents to the Soviet Union during peacetime.
The documents reveal technical details about
defense systems which now must be altered at a
cost of $15 million.

_Lj__

lL_
_j__

lb_

3

----

,

.',

··~

\'
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I.

A Coast Guard inspection of a boat at sea
heading into Miami leads to the conviction
of the captain for possession with intent
to distribute heroin with a street value of
$15 million.

J.

A hiker in a national forest shoots at a forest
ranger, but misses.

K.

A wholesale automobile dealer is convicted
of altering odometers on the used cars he
sold.
It is documente d that he altered
odometers on over 200 automobil es with the
average "roll back" being 50,000 miles per
car.

L.

The president of a small college is convicted
of making false statement s to the departmen t
of education so that the financiall y troubled
school could receive assistance through
federal financial programs.
A total of
$750,000 was illegally received by the school
through this fraud.

M.

A camper is convicted for camping in a federal
park without a permit and starting a campfire
which resulted in a forest fire.
The fire was
brought under control rather quickly without
extensive destructio n.

N.

An elderly woman receives her deceased
husband's social security check for
several months after his death.
She
forges his name and thereby receives
$3,000 worth of undeserve d benefits before
being detected.

0.

An individua l with a prior felony record
buys a .410 gauge shotgun from a hardware
store.
In the process he signs the required
federal forms wherein he swears that he has
never been convicted of a crime.
He is
convicted of receipt of a firearm by a felon
and falsely completing the form.

P.

A person intention ally perjures himself during
the trial of a friend by testifying falsely about
the defendant 's whereabou ts during the commissio n
of a crime.

s-

----

G

[Q

l-~

_[_j
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McGui~an t~stimony,

page three .

providing larger living quarters for serious felony offenders·was more
important that protecting decent citizens from criminal predators.-+
·
t a a d op t e d a purely "J'ust deserts"
For all intents an d ·purposes, M1nneso
model, with no concern for deterrence, cri~e control or public safety in the
fgrmation of sentencing guidelines.

..

11-ut. (.,{ .5 .

.

This approach is absolutely antithetical

to everytliling Congress believed when it passed the legislation •
..1\
(As an aside, I might also stress that the existing Parole Commission is
invalid as a model for the U.S. Sentencing Commission's work.

Leave the.

determination of moral blameworthiness, justice for the offender and other
aspects of "just deserts" theory to the Almighty.

Your job is to develop

sentencing guidelines designed to promote deterrence of crime through the punishment
of criminals.)

t'Frankly,

this sort of thing is starting to get obscene.
effectively in 1984 their

d~termination

Americans communicated quite

that criminals be incarcerated.

It

.will be a tragedy if those who described the.Comprehensive Crime Control Act
of 1984 as "dead on arriva.l" in the House of Representatives wind up being
the ones who manage and implement its provisions.

The mentality that ferrets

out rehabilitationist minutiae instead of concentrating on central policy goals
lead the Commission to repeat just such errors in its work, should the
Commissioners proceed on the path they are already following.
Now, placed in this context, I can deal with the specific concerns you
asked me to address.

The topic of this hearing is the ranking of offenses

by seriousness. ··While your role in this area is crucial, I also believe it
to be sharply limited.

Congress uniquely placed this Cornmission t-Tithin the

judicial branch for a reason.

You are not to legislate.

As I see it, this

is not a matter of choice -- it is a constitutional imperative.
criminal code

~tates

The federal

the policy of the judicial and legislative branches of

the government -- and your limited and proper function is not to redefine those
roles by even your most brilliant insights, or even by a·consensus of the
many "experts" whom you may· ask to rank order offense sc,enarios.
school hypotheticals may be fun

These law

to play with, and will doubtless provide days

of entertaining and intellectually engaging activity for your staff, but th~y
_are not what your task is about.
Your first task in ranking offense seriousness is to go to the criminal
code and ascertain how Congress has preliminarily rank-ordered the offense in
question.

Then, and only then, should you try to fle,sh out the interstices

between the code provisions.

I, for example, would probably opt for a generic

ranking of crimes, putting crimes against the _individual first, followed by

FEDERAL SENTENCING GUIDELINES:
TASKS PROPOSED FOR THE
UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION
THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE OFFENSE
David A. Jones
L. Stephen Jennings

I. Overview.
Probably the most important single criterion in Guideline sentencing is the "seriousness" criterion.

Most states

that have adopted sentencing Guidelines have undertaken initially to quantify "seriousness" as the major Guideline criterion, to be followed eventually by other factors such as the
offender's "background."

Most Americans would agree that an

offense -- any given offense -- can be measured roughly such
as by placing it in between two other offenses, one deemed a
more serious crime, the other a less serious one.

This proc-

ess may be repeated as many times as felt necessary, so that,
where-

as a result, a continuum of crimes may be constructed
on an ordinal hierarchy of offenses emerges.

This is a relatotal,

tively easy task to perform, with substantial, if not
concensus among most right-thinking persons.
The harder effort, by far, is weighting,
merely ordering, the hierarchy of crimes.

rather then

Most states

not to have addressed this issue in any detail, some
all.

seem

not at

For instance, within sentencing Guidelines states such

as Pennsylvania have established ten offense gravity

scores

("OGS") ranging from a low of "1" to a high of "10."

Unsurp-

-1-

'"
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risingly, homicides have tended to occupy OGS "10",

whereas

misdemeanors have filled the ranks of the lowest OGS ranking
ranges, such as "1" and "2".

Such distinctions are unlikely

to provoke significant criticism.

Greater difficulty arises
how-

when one compares any two given offense gravity scores,
ever, particularly at the upper levels.

For instance,

Penn-

sylvania places Involuntary Deviate Sexual Intercourse in an
OGS of "9", just under the homicides that occupy an OGS "10".
Similarly, Pennsylvania places Burglary within three contiguous offense gravity scores: "5", "6" and "7", depending upon
circumstance s surrounding perpetration of the offense. A critical question, therefore, arises:

should the difference be-

tween an OGS "5" and "6" be the same as the difference separating an OGS "9" and "10 11 ?

Are these offense gravity scores

ordinal only, or are they interval ranges?

Instead of there

being arithmetric progressions from one OGS to the next, proceeding upward, should there be geometric progressions ? Thus,
if a "Guideline" sentence for an offense having an OGS of "6"
were to be six years, for easy figuring, should a

11

Guideline"

sentence for an offense having an OGS of "7" be seven

years

or, perhaps, should it be eight or nine years, even ten?
II. Establishing Offense Gravity Scores ("OGS").
No task seems to be more difficult than,
difficult as,

or

even as

setting offense gravity scores (OGS) for each

statutory crime.

Yet, this task has to be done if any Guide-

line sentencing structure is to be implemented.

Undoubtedly,

this is the first major task the Sentencing Commission would
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confron t, on a substan tive rather than a procedu ral level as
it goes about its busines s.

Hhere does a connniss ion begin?

Two outer paramet ers have to be set, rather arbitra riIn practice , one of these is rather

ly, from the beginnin g.

the lowest OGS should be "1" rather than "0", simp-

obvious:

ly because any crime_,_ no matter how trivial, must have a cerSet-

tain degree of "gravity ," otherwis e why is it a crime?

ting the upper ceiling on ·offense gravity scores is much harder.

Connniss ions seem to prefer fewer, rather than a larger

number of, offense gravity score ranges.

Thus, the tendency

exists for sentenci ng commiss ions to set conveni ent ceilings
such as "10" and then labor to fit all crimes between such a
confinin g space as "1" and "10".

The Sentenc ing

Commiss ion

is urged to avoid this mistake .
Instead, the Commiss ion should begin at OGS "1", then
progress upward through as many interva ls (ordinal s) as seem
necessa ry to fully distingu ish the compara tive seriousn esses
of all crimina l offenses .

Hence, the Commiss ion might

wind-

up with 23 OGS ranges, for instance , rather than an even-num bered ten or twenty.
playing the piano;

Sentenc ing should not be equated

with

we are not limited to eight notes per oc-

tave, or to a finite number of octaves .
The differen ce between offense gravity scores must be
meaning ful to be effectiv e, or even to be fair.

In some stat-

es, such as Pennsyl vania, the differen ce between one OGS and
the ones immedia tely above or below it may bebut a matter of
a few months.
ten OGS,

Too many months are crammed into the total of

l~rgely
1

because Pennsyl vania spread out its OGS

ac-
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ross the range of minimum sentences only, ignoring
ly the range of maximum sentences .

complete-

The United States Senten-

cing Commissio n should not repeat this mistake.
The authors believe it to be difficult , and virtually
impossibl e, to construct offense gravity scores meaningfu lly
in fewer than

twent~_OGS

categorie s.

This should not be wit-

nessed as being inconsist ent with what has just been said:
that the Commissio n should not constrain itself bypresett ing
any fixed number of OGS categorie s.

Rather, the

Commissio n

is urged to spread-ou t OGS ranges a6ross the full sentencin g
gamut permissib le for every crime -- across both minimum and
maximum sentence, using ranges that have self-sign ificance
both to the offender and to the public. Thus, the Commissio n
should avoid ranges distinguis hed by only a matter of

weeks,

and, instead, should calculate most ranges at intervals ofat
least six months.
The United States Code offers a wider assortmen t than
and

most states in terms of both number of different crimes
seriousne ss of crimes.

Federal law encompass es

tradition al

"common law" crimes plus numerous "special" offenses arising,
for instance, under the Internal Revenue Code and similar
statutes.

The differenc e between failure to file an employ-

er's quarterly return and espionage , also, is a greater difference than exists between offenses under many state laws.
This character istic compels the Sentencin g Commissio n to use
a larger number of offense gravity scores.

Yet,

ultimatel y,

the Commissio n will have to select its own intervals ;

there

is no "cookbook " from which it may draw this informatio n.
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III. Aggravation and Mitigation.
Most crimes are not "cut and dry" in terms of the harm
perpetrated upon the victim(s) thereof.

Yet, is not the sen-

tencing judge, rather than this Commission, the proper authority to distinguish factual differences in offender

conduct

that may impact on sentence?
We have learned from Gregg v. Georgia,

U.S. 153

428

(1976) and other similar cases that (a) aggravating

as well

as mitigating circumstances can be articulated generally and
(b) this may improve the Constitutional muster of the sentencing process.

Of the two, perhaps, aggravating circumstance

is easier to articulate than mitigating circumstance, yet neither fosters wide concensus except, maybe, within thenarrow
confines of capital offenses.
be a starting point.

Yet, the Gregg criteria could

They do not have to be limited only to

crimes for which the death penalty is permissible.
Again, we do not intend to provide the Commission any
"cookbook" of aggravating or

mitigating

circumstances.

We

do offer suggestions as to categories of aggravation and mitigation.

These might include the status of the offender and/

or the victim (offender a previously-convicted felon; victim
a police officer or a child);

the conduct of

the

during, immediately before, or immediately after

offender
commission

of the offense; actual harm befalling a victim (loss of ones
entire home through arson) or the Government (loss of a

vit-

al national secret); and the liklihood of restitution. Potential ruin of a victim, like attempted murder, should be punished;- but actual ruin of a victim's property or a Government
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secret, like actual murder, should be punished more severely
than its mere attempt.
IV. Violence and Constructive Violence.
One major distinction the Commission may wish to consider as it formulates our National sentencing policy is whether a given crime has involved violence, actual or constructive.

Our Nation suffers from violent crime that makes citiz-

ens afraid to walk our streets at night or, sometimes,
during the day.

even

The mugger who knocks elderly ladies on the

head to steal their pocketbooks is a violent criminal.

Also,

the drug trafficker is a violent criminal, because he encourages muggers to knock ladies on the head, in order to

raise

funds sufficient to purchase drugs.
What about the drug-banker?

The principal management

of those banks that "launder" drug money either knowingly or
under circumstance s where it is evident they should have realized what they were doing, must be held accountable as violent criminal offenders, particularly where their conduct has
endured over a significant time interval and contributed substantially to the bank's prosperity.

Principal managers who

fall into this category would be branch managers who repeatedly fail to report cash transactions ; but, also, chief executive and chief financial officers of banks

that repeatedly

transfer large sums to offshore corresponden ts,

frequently

in violation of our tax policies.
Our National Sentencing Policy must reflect
reality:

current

we are at war with drug traffickers, terrorists or
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any group of

crim~nal

offenders.whose mission, primary or se-

condary though it may be, is to destroy our way of life. The
individual criminal must be punished. The criminal syndicate
has to be destroyed.

This Commission must formulate a clear

and comprehensible distinction between the two sorts of criminals, and punish the latter far more severely than the former

wh~never

possible.

FEDERAL SENTENCING GUIDELINES:
TASKS PROPOSED FOR THE
UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION

L.

1.

David A. Jories
Stephen Jennings

Introduction.
Federal sentencing Gui@elines are inadequate presently,

and the o p p or tun i t y ex i s t s for · the Un i t e d S t a t e s
pr~ctices.

mission to reform Federal senrencing

S en ten c. in g ComThis opportun-

ity has been long-coming, and it may not present itself again
during our lifetimes.
sider immediate ·and

For this reason,

swe~ping

changes,

the Commission must con-

rather than modest ones.

that would be less provocative but far less worthwhile.

Senten-

ces must reflect the·will of the American people and be applied
consistently with but a minimum of disparity.
criminal sentences have to exert

To be ef&'ective,

an impact upon criminal behavior,

either by reducing existing crime or deterring potential crime.
The Sentencing Commission should avoid becoming boggeddown in detail.
and

Actual sentences imposed in given cases remain,

should.re~ain,

the prerogative of jurists.

if this concept be workable at all,

Rehabilitation,

remains and should remain the

province of correctional specialists.

The task of the Commission

is not to become embroiled in sentencing debate or in the differential effects·various sentences may have upon offenders bearing
peculiar characteristics.

The task of the Commission is to set

an American sentencing policy and an agenda for its implementation.
Time is of the essence.

Already,
-1-

the Commission is behind schedule.
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2.

Setting Guidelin·es Parameters.
An initial, and perhaps the initial,

task of the Commission

must be to establish clear parameters within which to establish
Is the Commission going to propose Guidelines for

its Guidelines.
every

sent~nce

involving violation of the Federal laws,

going to concentrate on major crimes?

or is·it

Is the Commission going to

concern.itself only with minimum sentences, or with maximum and
mandatory sentences as well?

How·many criteria does the Commission

wish to include in the sentencing

process·unde~~its

Guidelines? For

instance, will the Commission go beyond severity of offense and the
offender's background?

How specific will the Commission become in

prescribing aggravating and/or mitigating circumstances?
Commission be-willing tci

~ecom~end

differential Guideline sentences

for diffetent aspects of the same generic crime,
simply to set.a Guideline

for·e~ch

Will the

c~ime

or remain content

as enumerated by the Cong-

ress in the United States Code?
The·Commission should·emphasize the harmfulness of serious
crimes by

impo~ing

Guidelines that,

eihher mandatory sentences for these offenses or

in most instances; require the offender to serve a

substantial proportion of his· ·m·ax·i'm·um sentence.
Commission will be better ·off

if it adopts·

criteria for Guideline sentencing.
to capital punishment,

·r~wer

As a set rule,

the

rather than more

As states have done·in regard

the Commission should enumerate examples of

aggravating circumstances; perhaps,-at the very least,
narrowly define mitigating circumstances,

it should

to avoid the natural ten-

dency of jurists simply to ignore Guidelines and impose sentences
below the appropriate Guidelines for many offenses/offenders.
Commission might well create

mandato~y

The

sentences, but only where
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necessary and proper·and,

then, only when all aspects of the man-

datory sentence are reflective of sound policy.

For instance, a

Guideline might prescribe a mandatory term of imprisonment for the
commission of a crime while brandishing a weapon, but not for mere
possession of a weapon during commission of a crime.
3.

The "Seriousness" of the· ·off·ense.
Probably the most important single criterion in, Guidelines

sentencing is the "s e rio usn e s s '·' c rite rio n .
known

~o

Of the states that are

have adopted Guidelines in.recent years, most,

if not

all~

have short-shrifted this criterion·for one or more·of several reasons.

First; it is not possible to quantify seriousness on a ten-

point~

much less on a

se~eri-

points should be used,in

or ·eight-point scale.

distinguish~ng

At least twenty

seriousness across the spec-

trum from the most dangerous offerises·to the.most trivial.

·Moreover,

the.Commission should offer brief but genuine reasons, via a commentary,

for seriousness criteria;

for instance, why should Rape be a

16 instead of an 18 or a 14, for instance?
Violent crime is what seems to be plaguing the Nation at the
moment.
as such.

Therefore, violent crime is "serious" and must be punished
But what constitutes "violent" crime?

such as murder, robbery,

Beyond the obvious

and forcible sexual offenses, should such

crimes as burglary and arson be deemed "violent?"
trafficking, particularly in addictive contraband?

What about drug
How far removed

from the "street" should a co-conspirator be and still be J?Unished
for the violence of his/her conduct?

For instance, should a banker

who intentionally "launders" drug money be punished as a violent offender,
O~fenses

just as if he dealt in the dirty substances on the street?
that may reasonably be expected to cause physical harm are
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violent offenses and should be punished as such.
"White collar" crime may be viewed as being less-serious, at
least in some respects.

Today, we tend to witness this as a burge-

oning category of offense,

going far beyond what Edwin H. Sutherland

had in mind when he coined the word nearly forty years ago.
drug banker a "white collar" criminal?

Is a

We would say not, because of

the physical injury his crime causes to victims.

Is a large-scale

securities con artist a "white collar" offender?

We would say not,

because of the psychological torture this kind of an offense can
mean to victims of it.

On the other hand, common offenses such as

embezzlement, commercial bribery, and trade secret theft might be
viewed m6 r e a c cur at e 1 y as s t ric t 1 y "whit e co 11 a r" and b e pun is .he d
less-severely than most violent crimes.
4.

The

Offenae~'s

Ba~kg~6tind.

Just as the seriousness factor cannot be quantified in fewer
than twenty points,

the.offender's background can and should be so

quantified in no moie than

thre~

ore convicted of a serious

c~ime);

points:

first offender (never bef-

previous offender (convicted bef-

ore of a serious crime, but on not more than two prior occasions);
and recidivist (convicted before

o~_

three or more· serious offenses).

Currently, states try to typologize offenders in up to ten·categories based upon prior record.

A person who accumulates four felony

convictions is a career criminal, no matter how one looks at it.
further "break(s)" ought·to be given.

No

No truly first offender con-

victed of any single offense (not in conjunction with other crimes)
should be sentenced to imprisonment.

The Commission should reject

the "taste of jail" concept as far too expensive and without value.
Previous offenders should not be entitled to probation, ordinarily,
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and recidivists should be sentenced to lengthy terms of imprisonment
without "good time" and without parole.

Serious offenses committed

by repeat offenders should no longer bring·"newspaper sentences" but
actual, predictable time.
Credit has to be given to a convicted offender, especially to
a first offender,

for positive aspects of his background.

Thus,

for

instance, a politician convicted of·a corrupt act should be evaluated
in·relation to the benefits he has provided to his community earlier.
Older persons should be given credit·for their positive life experiences, while young thugs must be punished for "tak-ring away" without
having "given" suring their brief interactions with society.

Thus,

the Commission should·encourage mitigation as well as aggravation in
sentencing, but not out of sympathy, only·as a result of evidence as
to the offender's demonstrated worth·from past deeds.

Thus ,

the t ax

evader who has paid thousands of dollars to the Internal Revenue Service over a lifetime ·might be more forgiven for evasion during a single year than an

evade~

who has rarely,

if ever, paid significant

taxes, either because of his youth, his lack of

industriousness~

or

his consistent unwillingness pay taxes at all.
5.

Record

K~~p~ng.

States seem to be unreasonably slovenly in their reeord-keeping, not only as to offender criminal histories, but as to judicial
sentences.
to document,

Prosecutors seem unwilling or unable to allege, much less
the true and complete criminal histories of many convic-

ted of&enders.

Moreover, state court·judges seem unwilling to gener-

ate written sentencing.reports; perhaps because they fear being monitared by the public; perhaps because of laziness or apathy.

Federal

jurists must keep proper records; and transmit the same to NCIC or a
suitable repository from which records may be retrieved rapidly.
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0 f fender s ·, s h o u 1 d b e curt a i 1 e d from "washing- out " mu 1 t i p 1 e
offenses by pleading :guilty to one or to a few before authorities
are able to identify and articulate their criminal case histories.
Similarly,

judges seem much too eager to impose sentences quickly,

at the expense of researching thoroughly each offender's criminal
Presentence-investigations and reports-should be mandatory

record.

before sentencing.of potentially dangerous
and these investigations

offenders~

in particular,

(plus the resulting reports) should be cer-

tified by both probation officer (investigator) and prosecutor to
be true and complete.

Guideline sentencing can work only when it is

the product of accurate information fully updated to moment of sentencing.
6.

ReVis~on

of

G~idel~~esi

The task of the United States Sentencing,Commission is ongoing,
and the Commission should-take very seriously-its monitoring responsibilities.

Therefore,

error~

made· in drafting initial Commission Guid-

elines may be rectified subsequently.
be·undertaken against a

pre~ise

here today·but gone tomorrow.

that they will

confusing·~

fleeting concepts,

same~

In addition,

too

and convicted offenders come under-

standably to regard them as being unfair.
and certain, but fair.

b~

should not

It·is far easier to·enact Guidelines

initially than to revise and re-revise the
many revisions become

Guidel~nes

However,

Justice should be swift

So should be our sentencing Guidelines.

The

Commission must make every effort to formulate the correct set of
Guideliness the fiYst time·around.
ces.

It may not enjoy subsequent chan-
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TESTIMONY OF BENSON B. WEINTRAUB, ESQ.
ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS (NACDL) REGARDING
THE ISSUE OF •oFFENSE SEVERITY• IN A PUBLIC
HEARING BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENTEICING
COMMISSION (APRIL 15, 1986)
.'
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I

am an attorney with the Miami Law Firm of Bierman,

Sennett, Shohat & Sale, P.A.

My practice is limited to repre-

senting federal offenders in post conviction proceedings, including sentecing and parole.

I am appearing in my capacity as Vice-

Chairman of the National Association for Criminal Defense Lawyers
Sentencing Commission Liaison Committee.
·The National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
believes that continued recognition and adherence to the Bill of
Rights by

the Judiciary,

Legislative and Executive Branches of

Government are necessary to sustain the quality of the American
System

of

adversary

Justice.
~ystem

"The

mission

of justice:

of

NACDL

is

to

preserve

the

to maintain and foster independent

and able criminal lawyers: and, to ensure justice and due process
for those persons accused of crime."
The NACDL Sentencing Commission Liaison Committee has
reviewed the preliminary draft of the Commission's "Black Book"
containing tentative classification of offenses.

Members of the

Committee are in the process of rating the relative seriousness
of each offense.
The NACDL Sentencing Commission Liaison Committee has
reached a consensus indicating that the sentencing scheme should
take

into consideration the seriousness of the offense and

the

nature of the injury but should use very broad categories with
specific
levels.
and

sub-categories

in

establishing

offense

rel~tively

The Parole Commission has established

general categories but

severity

the Sentencing Commission's

procedure must give more "individualized"

narrow
ranking

consideration to

the

actual o'ffense characteristics exhibited by. the offender.

·The

duration of actual federal confinement (parole release) under the
·present system depends

upon a

rather mechanical application of

the parole guidelines as measured, for example, in drug offenses,
by

the

quantity

of

drugs

involved,

or

in

property

offenses

through the dollar amount of the offense behavior.
Although

the

Parole

Commission

has

made

a

valiant

attempt to provide a one-step lower category for offenders with
"peripheral" involvement in drug
is not. always easy
·injury,

or

drugs

to apply.
~nvolved,

standard. that delineates
will

r~quire

•

that ambiguous phrase

With amounts of money, physical
the:t;:e

must

be

some

correlative

the participation of offenders.

a multiple indexing

~ •

of~enses,

'

•

sy~tem

•

This

far more complicated than
r

the Parole Commission now uses which would be the only way
fai~ly

a~d

to

properly rate the severity of offenses in the senten-

cing guidelines.
In

adopting

a

sentencing

guideline

system,

the

Commission must not lose sight of the traditional judicial caveat
that "the sentencing process is intended to allow the Sentencing
Judge to take individual circumstances into consideration while
adhering the sentencing standards provided by statute."
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United

680

Garrett,

v.

States

(9th Cir.

652

650,

F.2d

United

1982);

States v. Foss , 50 1 F. 2 d 52 2 , 52 8 ( 1st C i r • 19 7 4) ; Uni ted States
In establishing

v. Thompson, 483 F.2d 257, 529 (3rd Cir. 1973).

a system of offense severity, it is important that the Commission
and Sentencing Judges be "properly informed of the role of the
various participants" in the underlying offense

behavi~r.

United

States v. Fields, 7j0 F.2d 460, 461 (6th Cit. 1984).

other

Committee, including J. Robert Cooper·,

consul ted

Esq~.,

with

Liaison

Commission

Sentencing

NACDL

the

members · of

have

I

testil1\.ony,

,this

preparing

·In

a former ·memqer of

the United States Parole Commission n·ow i'n. pri va.te practice, and
Alan
their

practices

us

in

factors"

to
or

in addition

of whom,

to matters before

suggest

to

guidelines,
behavior,

both

in

experience

collective
lead

Esq.,

Ellis,

matters

rating

is

it

that

concentrate

the Parole Commission.
before

on

limit
Our

Parole Commission

the

imperative

for

sentencing

the

seriousness

relative

the

to myself,

offens~

of

establishing. •eaningful

"grading

features within an offense severity level to deli-

neate between offenders according to their actual levels of culpability.

The Parole Commission, thrbugh its use of aggravating

or mitigating factors authorized by 18

u.s.c.

§4206(c), has made

an attempt to rate offense behavior according to the individual
offense characteristics of the prisoner.

We are suggesting the

use of separate categories within the sentencing guideline range,
not above or below the guidelines as the Parole Commission now
operates.

Our

experience

under
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the

parole

guideline

system

~.

suggests
without

that
giving

the
any

guidelines

are

meaningful

consideration

actual level of culpability.

applied

rather
to

mechanically

the

offender's

Several federal courts have noted

that the parole guidelines are strictly applied, constituting an
"unyielding conduit"
States ex

void of "substantial flexibility."

rel Forman v. McCall,

709 F.2d 852,

It has been estimated that between 88% and

1983).

Parole Commission's decisions are
the

guidelines.

238,

862-63

267

. Geraghty

{3rd Cir.

mechanical

v.

1978).

application

of

the

{3d Cir.

94% of the

rendered within the range of

u.S.
The

United

Parole Commission,

Parole Commission's
guidelines

should

579 F. 2d
rigid

serve

as

and
an

example to this Commission of a system that does not build into
its

guidelines

the

flexibility

required

to

hold

an

offender

accountable only for his own conduct and not for the conduct of
criminal associates over whom he or she had no knowledge of or
ability

to control.

Many offenders,

for

example, convicted of

conspiracy but who played a rather marginal role in the
are now held accountable
conspiracy.

off~nse,

for the full scope and breadth of the

That practice is inherently unfair and denies indi-

vidualized consideration.
In drug offenses,
utilizes

a

offenders

semantic
in a

drug

for

distinction
transaction.

example,
between

the Parole Commission
the

C.F.R.

and

those

who

§2.20, Chapt.

have

of. various

The Commission distinguishes

between those offenders who are "peripherally"
offense

role

"non-peripheral"

involved in the
involvement.

28
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Under the Parole Guidelines, the only type of person who

B-#14.

generally

category,

the "peripheral"

for

qualifies

one offense

level below the non-peripheral offense level, is a person with no
relevant special skills generally hired as a courier of drugs.
In drug offenses, however, there are other types of offenders who
have neither

special skills nor a proprietary interest

relevan~

in the drugs but who, by virtue of the strict application of the
qualify

not

for

the

For example, an offender who acts as a

category.

"peripheral"

do

definitions,

Commission's

Parole

middleman or broker is held as accountable as the principal who
actually owns the drugs and is the prime organizer of the offense
is clearly inequitable and completely

That practice

behavior.

ignores the reality of the offense characteristics exhibited by
drug

drawing

by

offenders

a

between

of demarcation only

line

couriers and others.
Therefore,
seriousness of drug

we

propose

that

in

offenses,· the Commission

relative

the

rating

should

create at

least four sub-categories within the offense severity levels to
accurately reflect the degree of culpability and offense charact~

eristics of the individual offender.

For example, the highest,

most severe sub-category would be reserved for the "primary organizer."

The . sepond most severe category

reflect

should

those

·,

offenders

in

"high

level· management,"

but

who

do

not

have

direct proprietary interes~ in the ownership of the drugs.
next

level

management."

should
-~he

be

least

for

"facilitators"

culp~ble
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or

"low

a

The
level

level ··of o;ffender in this type

of

case,

NACDL

will

and

categories
within the

t~

endeavor

wi 11

co~ing

definitions

working

.develop

to

supply· such definitions

weeks.

rated· ·lowest.

be

should

"courier,"

or

"worker"

the

these

for

the Commission

Through this type of extensive delinea-

tion between levels of culpabilty, we believe that the Commission
wi 11 best be able to fullfi 11 its statutory mandate by holding
offenders

accountable

to

society

only

extent of

the

to

their

actual culpability and demonstrated offense characterist ics.
In terms of rating the relative seriousness of federal
offenses, the members of the NACDL Sentencing Commission Liaison
Committee were unable to reach a unanimous consensus.

The NACDL

Committee generally believed that crimes of violence and national
The middle range of

security offenses should be rated highest.

offenses should include property offenses, including some forms
However, in rating the relative seriousness of certain

of fraud.
fraud

offenses,

the Commission

must

a

develop

system of

sub-

categories, similar to the types of categories suggested for drug
offenses,

reflecting, among other things,

the offense behavior,

the dollar amounts of

the amount of money actually obtained by

the offender, and most importantly, the offender's actual role in
the

offense

itself.

The Committee also believes

dependent

offenses,

again,

behavior,

including

number

upon
and

the
types

scope
of

of

that weapons
the

weapons,

offense

should

be

considered in rating the relative seriousness of any weapons type
of offense.
rated

in

Drug offenses, we generally believe, should also be

the

middle

range,

but
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there

was

a

split

among

the

members of the Committee as to the relative seriousness of drug
offenses.

Society's

American

represents

cotics

devastating

drugs

of

effects

In terms of relative

heroin, from other dr:ugs such as marijuana.
we

and

offenses,

heroin

the. individual offense characterist ics

according. to weight and
exhibited by

cocaine

that

believe

the

of

including cocaine and

differentiat e between· hard drugs,

seriousness,

fabric

the

upon

that the Sentencing Commission

We believe, however,

community.
should

contemporary

greatest

As members of the community, we are all concerned with

problem.
the

We recognize that the proliferation of drugs,and nar-

should be considered in classifying

the offender,

such offenses. ·
Those types of offense behavior which we belive should
fall

into

the

1ow

end

relative

of

seriousness

include

offenses generically called "white collar" offenses.
to white collar 9ffenses,
.omission,

tho~e

In addition

including. tax offenses, acts of form ·

regulatory violations,· etc., we believe that immigra-

tion offenses and offenses against government process, including
perjury,
rated

obstruction of

justice,

and

the

like,

should also be

in the low severity range with sentencing judges able to

exercise their discretion to go above that range when there are
particularly

aggravating

circumstance s

or

offense

characterist ics, such as abuse of a fiduciary position.
Our decision to recommend to the Commission that white
collar

offenses

be

treated

less

severely

than other

types

of

offenses discussed today is based, in large part, on the assump-
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tion that traditional white collar business type offenders do not
require long periods of incarceration or supervision to carry out
the purposes of the Sentencing Commission's mandate, ~nciuding an
assurance

that

the

guidelines

reflect

"appropriateness of imposing a sentence

ot~er

the

general

than imprisonment

in cases in which the defendant is a first offender who has not
been convicted of a
offense ••• "

crime of violence or. an otherwise· serious

u.s.c.

28

§994(c)

(emphasis

supplied).

See

also,

Ogren, The Ineffectivenes~ 6f the-Criminal ~anction in-Fraud- and
Corruption Cases:
11 Am. C rim.

Losing the Battle Againt White Collar Crime,

L. Rev.

959,

975

( 1973) •

~P~a~p~e~r~-L~a~b~e~l_-~S~e~n~t~e~n~c~e~s~=-~A~n~E~v~a~l~u~a~t~i~o~n~,

also~

See.

Renfrew,

86 Yale L.J.

The

590, 592-93

(1977).
There are, however, a number of offenses falling into
the

white

severely

collar

than

category

o~her

which

should

be

white collar offenses.

involving

public

commission

of· white

corruption
collar

may

dealt

more

For example,

technically

crimes, · but

with

the

cases

involve

community

the
has

a

greater interest in ensuring that the public·trust is rtot abused
by government officials than in imposing sanctions upon similar
·technical crimes committed by private parties.
today

is

offenses

in

evaluating

when

offenses ·within

compared
the

same

the

relative

against
category

other

Again, our focus

seriousness
federal

of offenses.·

of

federal

offenses
We

feel

and
that

through the extensive use of "gtading factors" and other features
designed

to ensure individualized sentencing consideration,
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the

appropriately.
or

structure

can

Commission

levels

severity

However, when there are particularly aggravating
factors,

mitigating

discretion,

offense

the

sentencing

judges

will

have

the

for cause shown, to impose a sentence above or below

the indicated guideline range.

However,

in rating the relative

seriousness of offenses, we belive that it is critical for the
Commission 'to incorporate distinctions within such categories to
allow
offense

sentencing
severity

judges
level,

maximum
reserving

flexibility

within

a

given

the decision to go above or

below the guidelines based upon more speci ficaly individualized
factors relating to the offender and the offense.
Under current Parole Commission practices, an offender
convicted under the RICO statute is designated, at a.minimum, to
the Category 5 offense severity level indicating a range of 24-36
months to be served before release.

In many cases,·prosecutori al

charging decisions with respect to RICO involve the application
of this statute to businessmen who commit two predicate acts of
racketeering,

for example, mail fraud and wire fraud.

The fact

.that the prosecutor makes an initial determination to invoke this
statute serves to differentiate that offender in parole proceeding from the traditional mail fraud or wire fraud white collar
We urge the Sentencing Commission to use caution in

offender.
that regard.

The proliferation of "organized crime"
is a tremendous problem.
of

~he

in our society

However, the government's frequent use.

anti-racketeering statutes against "ordinary" businessmen
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unnecessarily

to

serves

amount

actual

the

enhance

of

time

required to be served by such offenders under the parole system.
We believe that where the government demonstrates, by
clear and
large

scale criminal organization,

is part of a

the offender

that

convincing evidence,

of itself, might

that fact,

justi.fy a decision above the indicated guideline range.

However,

· it is important that a sentencing procedure similar to ·that established in United States v. Fatica, 579 F.2d 707 (2nd Cir. 1978)
be developed to ensrire that the defendant receives all necessary
due

process

safeguards

against

himself

defending

such

is that the issue of "organized crime"

The point

charges.

in

or

membership in a criminal organization should not be built into
Rather, it should be left to

the offense severity level itself.
the discretion of
aggravating

the Sentencing Judge

offense

characteristic

decision above

a

warranting

This procedure would represent a

the indicated guideline range.
qua~tum

to be considered as an

leap in due process safeguards which is currently found

lacking in the Parole Commission's guideline system.
Finally,

as

representatives

Bar, we encourage the Commission,

of

the

organized Defense

in developing the guidelines,

to be ever mindful of the Sense of the Senate Resoiution {§239)
urging that prisons be used only in cases calling for incapacitation and not where
rence

or

"incr~ased

alternative

~he

retribution.
use

of

principal purpose .of sentencing is deterThe

resolution
community

restitution,

sentences"

for

also

"non-violent
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calls

·service,
and

for
and

the
other

non-serious"

Prison System is already bulging and the

The.Fe~eral

offenders.

cost to build and operate new institutions is astronomical.

In

developing the sentencing guidelines, we urge .the C6mmlssion, in
the

Sentencing

to have

statements,

its policy

of

promulgatio~

Judges first determine whether prison is an appropriate sanction
at

Incarceration, 7 Hofstra L. Rev.

407

Against

Presumption

J.,

Lasker,

generally,

See

all.

(1979);

Herlands, J., When

and How Should a Sentencing Judge. Use Probation, 35 F.R.D. 487,
494 [Institute on Sentencing]

Defense

the

conclusion,

In

of Criminal

Association

National

system

a

through

that

believes

Lawyers

( 1964).

of. extensive

grading factors or features within an offense severity level, the

the

of

function

Sentencing

and

Commission

"individualize"

to

Courts

improve

Judges· can

the

traditional

criminal

sentences

according to the offender's level of culpability, personal background and social history, while taking into account any aggra. vating or mitigating
they

are

to

be

The guidelines,

factors of the case.
should

effective,

be

easy

to

if

understand,

practical, and preserve sufficient judicial discretion to indiviThe guideline structure should establish

dualize the sentence.

broad ranges for general offenses and then list sub-classes . or
factors

which

would

take

into

account

characteristics of the offender.

the

individual

offense

Probation should be available

for a

g~eat

many offenses, because the Court can condition proba-

tion

with

up

to

one

year

of

confinement.

The

Sentencing

Commission should be an independent beacon for positive federal
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sentencing and correctional reform.

In carrying out its mandate,

we feel that the single most important factor, in determining the
relative seriousness of offenses,

is to consider the individual

offense charadterist ics of the offender without over-general izing
such

roles,

as has been ·our

experience with

the United States

Parole Commission.
I would be· pleased to entertain any questions from the
Commission.

Thank you.
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